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Weather 
Today: Sunny with 
showers with a high of 84 
and a low around 74. 
Wednesday: Mostly 
cloudy with a high in the 
mid 70s and a low in the 
mid 60s. 
See ya later, alligator: baby alligator missing from Raptor Center 
By Allison Taylor   —_—^- :— T ——^ ;       lights on the water to see if the- 
NewsEdi,or • f  -aPH      HPr!SS could find him, but their efforts weri 
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Sports 
Lady Eagles win 
over Appalachian 
GSU reins over the 
Mountaineers 4-0 in 
Saturday's game. 
Please see story, 
page 6 
A&E 
Less than Jake CD 
review wins big 
You'll want to play this CD 
over and over again. 
Please see story, 
page 10 
Features 
Poetry readings 
inspire GSU 
Held every other 
Thursday, poetry 
readings allow students 
to vent their feelings. 
Please see story, 
page 12 
Today's Word 
Misogamy    n. The 
hatred of marriage. 
Source: Weird Words 
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It is a desire of The George-Anne 
to print the news of Georgia South- 
ern University as accurately as 
possible. If you believe thatsome- 
thing covered is in error, contact 
the editor at 681 -5246 as soon as 
possible. Thank you. 
ADVERTISING: 681-5418 
STORY OR PHOTOS: 681-5246 
FAX NUMBER: 486-7113 
P.O. Box 8001 
Statesboro, GA 30460 
E-MAIL TO: 
stud_pub@gsaix2.cc.gasou.edu 
Check out our 
zOn-Line Newspaper at 
http://www.stp.gasou.edu 
Liked By Many, 
Cussed By Some... 
Read By Them All 
li  
s Edit  
Look out! atch your feet! 't 
make any sudden movements. 
The rumors are true. Ababy Ameri- 
can alligator is missing from the GSU 
Raptor Center. 
"We don't know where the alliga- 
tor is," Wendy Denton, education co- 
ordinator at the Raptor center, said. 
"We're sure he was taken from the 
center because there are no signs of 
the alligator escaping from the tank." 
The missing reptile was a small 
baby and was taken from his make- 
shift home approximately two weeks 
ago. Measuring in at 12 inches long, 
Denton said there was no way a baby 
that small could escape from his 
aquarium. 
"At this point we don't know if it 
was a university student or just some- 
one visiting the center," she said. 
"This is a very isolated incident." 
Ken Brown, police chief at GSU 
said that people like to take exotic 
animals all the time. 
"Every once in a while we may find 
an exotic animal lose on campus. We 
usually just return it to the animal 
shelter or to a local pet store," he said. 
Brown said that people are tempted 
to take the unique creatures from pet 
stores because they look so cute and 
fun when they are on display. 
"It's just like a kitten," Brown said. 
"They want them because they look 
cute. But when it comes time to take 
Sarah Trucksis 
NO ALLIGATOR IN HERE — The aquarium where the missing alligator once 
made its home now awaits the arrival of a new alligator. 
care of them, they set them free 
because it's too much work." 
Denton said that nothing has ever 
been stolen from the Raptor Center 
before. 
Don't be too concerned about 
gator sightings on campus. Accord- 
ing to Denton, the chances are in- 
credibly slim that anyone walking 
on campus, or going to classes will 
actually find the missing alligator. 
"They are very nocturnal ani- 
mals," she said. "They will not be 
on found on campus in the middle of 
the day." 
Employees at the Raptor center 
went to the lake beside the Lakeside 
Cafe to try to locate the alligator in 
a habitat similar to what he was 
accustomed. Denton said that ev- 
ery couple of nights after the alliga- 
tor went missing, they shined flash- 
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"At this point, we don't think we are 
going to find the alligator," she said. "It 
depends on what was done with him 
once he was taken." 
If anyone does have the alligator in 
their possession, Denton would like to 
remind you that it's a misdemeanor to 
have the alligator. "It's a felony be- 
cause it was stolen from us." 
The gator is a native species to this 
part of the states. It's green and long, 
said Denton. 
"It looks just like an alligator," said 
Brown. "It's a little ole' beady thing." 
If anyone does find the alligator on 
campus, the Raptor Center is asking 
that you return it to them. 
"Just pick it up and carry it to us," 
Denton said. "Or call us and we'll come 
help you." 
The alligator will bite if it is pro- 
voked. 
"A kitten would probably hurt you a 
lot worse," Brown said. "Just don't 
mess with it and call university po- 
lice." 
The little reptile was never even 
named because it had only been a mem- 
ber of the raptor family for a few weeks, 
Denton said. 
Although the center misses the alli- 
gator, they do have plans to replace the 
alligator. 
"They are very popular with the 
visitors," Denton said. 
McDonald's closes 
due to lost lease 
Sarah Trucksis 
NO WAITING IN LINE HERE, because there is no line. The Northsidc 
Drive McDonald's shut its doors after 25 years of burgers. 
Need to make a run to the golden arches to feed your Big 
Mac Attack? You better choose your McDonald's location 
wisely. The Northside Drive location recently closed their 
doors after their lease expired. 
The Main Street location, which has been open for over 
25 years, was closed permanently because the owners 
couldn't settle an agreement with the owners of the land. 
The land is sectioned off into four different parts. Each 
area has different owners. 
Despite the closing of the Main Street McDonald's, the 
two other restaurant locations in Statesboro have not re- 
ceived an influx of new business. 
The McDonalds corporation is looking into the possibil- 
ity of opening another location in Statesboro, however hey 
have not made any final decisions. 
— Kevin Head 
Funding hits rock bottom in New Hampshire 
The Associated Press 
DURHAM—The squeaky wheels of New 
Hampshire's public education system follow the 
traditional rule: the loudest one gets the oil. 
While paying for primary and secondary 
schools dominates the public agenda, state uni- 
versity system officials say they have been 
squeaking away, running without oil for nearly 
a decade. 
Few dispute that financial pressures are 
threatening quality and affordability through- 
out the university system, which has 28,000 
students at Keene and Plymouth state colleges, 
the University of New Hampshire and the Col- 
lege for Lifelong Learning. Tuition keeps rising 
and enrollment and freshman applications are 
down. 
But agreement ends when it comes to identi- 
fying the cause. 
"The state isn't giving us anything," said 
student trustee Shawn Curtis, who attends 
Keene State. "We have no reserve funds. We're 
pinching pennies." 
Executive Councilor Bernard Streeter re- 
sponds that money wouldn't be so tight if the 
system spent what it has more wisely. 
"Rather than increase in-state tuition, why 
not do what the private sector does and elimi- 
nate overhead?" he asks. 
While the trustees and the council battle over 
the blame, students complain they are paying 
the price. 
"The state isn't paying as much as before," 
said Shawn Pendergast, 18, a UNH freshman. 
"They should raise taxes, which is worth it for 
the quality of education." 
According to the group Postsecondary Educa- 
tion Opportunity, based in Iowa, New Hamp- 
shire ranks last in the nation in per capita 
contributions to higher education. 
Since 1989, state spending per in-state student 
has fallen by an average of 3 percent per year in real 
dollars. This year, the figure is $65.8 million. 
Trustee Chairman Harry Bird says 1989 was the 
last year that state aid plus tuition covered the cost 
of educating an in-state student. 
Since then, state money has increased by about 
2.6 percent a year, not enough to keep pace with a 16 
percent rise in student population, inflation and 
the rising cost of learning, he said. 
Statesboro's newest pet store offers wide variety 
SGA Update 
The last Student Government Association (SGA) meeting was on September 30. 
SGA's current operational budget is $21,750 and the current organizational budget is 
$17,160. 
A forum to inform students about SGA, tentatively scheduled for Thursday, Oct. 29, from 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Union Rotunda, was discussed. Plans for the forum include music 
with a DJ, giving out candy and popsicles, an open mic session for SGA senators to talk about 
issues, informing students about what SGA does, when the meetings are, and taking 
suggestions from students. 
It was announced that the student evaluation guide will be available on the SGA web page, 
which is currently under construction. 
Information was given to senators on contacting their constituents. 
SGA has met with Sam Baker and discussed ideas and ways to get students and community 
members more involved with GSU athletics. —The advertising committee announced that 
SGA will be selling koozies during Homecoming week, and tb at a free Coke will be given with 
each koozie purchased. 
During 60-second speeches, the warm water in the RAC fountains was addressed, and the 
problem was attributed to difficulty installing a water cooler. 
Complaints from Stratford Hall residents were addressed. The students are unable to park 
on campus. 
It was suggested that money be provided by SGA for undergraduate research, since money 
is currently available for graduate students to do research. 
By Laura Owens 
Assistant News Editor 
There's a new pet store in 
Statesboro, and you'll be sur- 
prised at the unique types of 
pets and pet supplies that 
are for sale. 
"What you'll find in this 
store is the specialty stuff, 
like life jackets for dogs and 
ceramic bowls. You won't 
find this stuff anywhere 
else," Randy Sloop, who co- 
owns the store with his girl- 
friend Tina Baker, said. 
The Pet Store, located at 
8721 Hwy. 301 South, next 
to the Rockin' Horse, sells 
clothes for dogs, including 
hats, sunglasses, biker jack- 
ets, cowboy hats and boots, 
as well as toys and snacks. 
But the biggest attraction 
is by far are the unconven- 
tional animals that are for 
sale. 
The store's most noteable 
attractions are the Japanese 
snow monkey, who wears dresses, 
and a parrot who whistles the 
theme to "The Andy Griffith 
Show." 
The parakeets are not caged 
up, but are kept in a flight aviary, 
which Sloop said is neat to look 
at. 
The wide variety of reptiles 
include Burmese and albino Bur- 
ARENT I CUTE? One of the more 
unconventional animals that can be found 
at The Pet Store is this monkey. Other odd 
animals you may want to take a look at are 
snakes, lizards and monitors. 
mese pythons, red- tail boas, rock 
pythons, Borneo blood pythons, 
California king snakes, milk 
snakes, iguanas, seven species of 
lizards, bearded dragons, ar- 
mored lizards, Nile monitors and 
Savannah monitors. 
The store sells African spur 
tortoises that can weigh up to 
350 pounds and can live as many 
as 180 years. The Pet store 
also has puppies, kittens and 
all freshwater fish. Sloop says 
saltwater fish will be avail- 
able later on. 
According to Sloop, the most 
popular pet for students right 
now are the rabbits. 
"We'reselling20-25 rabbits a 
week. They can be potty trained 
like kittens," he said: "Fish and 
reptiles are also popular, because 
they're easy to keep, low-main- 
tenance pets." 
"Our reptiles are bought di- 
rectly from the breeders, so the 
cost is usually half of what you'd 
pay at another store," Sloop said. 
The Pet Store offers competi- 
tive prices, with parakeets cost- 
ing $12.95, iguanas for $9.99 
and baby bunnies for $6.99. 
Sloop said he knows a lot 
about pets and can help custom- 
ers with any questions they 
might have regarding their pur- 
chases. 
The reason why hedecidedto 
open the store in Statesboro was to 
provide competition. 
"It's a college town," he said. 
"There's only one other pet store 
and there are no chain stores 
here." 
One day, Sloop said he would 
like to turn the place into a pet- 
ting zoo, with bears and n mini 
horse. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Things to Do at GSU 
Ongoing 
•Golden Key will sponsor 
three days of campus aware- 
ness Oct. 12-14 at 9 p.m. to 3 
p.m. in the Russell Union lobby. 
Call J.C. at 871-4106 for more 
information. 
•Theatre and Performance 
will kick off its 1998-99 season 
with   "The   Crucible"   by 
Arthur Miller and directed by 
James Harbour. Show times 
are 8 p.m. from Oct. 16 through 
Oct. 23. For ticket information 
call 681,0123 or 1-800-GSU- 
WINS. 
•Golden Key needs volun- 
teers to assist with the Home- 
coming parade on October 16 
at 1 p.m. Please call 871-4106. 
Today 
•Golden Key will have a 
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Russell 
Union room 2052. Call J.C. at 
871 4106 for more information. 
•Soccer, Lady Eagles vs. 
Charleston, 4 p.m. 
•A Faculty Showcase mu- 
sic recital will be held at 8 
p.m. in Foy Auditorium. Ad- 
mission is free. 
Wednesday, October 7 
•High School Choral 
Honors Day will be at 12:30 
p.m. in the Russell Union ball- 
room. Admission is free. 
•The Department of History 
will present the lectures "'La- 
dies' and 'Women' in the 
Lowcountry" at 9:30 a.m. and 
"Enslaved Women in the 
Lowcountry" at 2 p.m. by pro- 
fessor Betty Wood of the Uni- 
versity of Cambridge in the 
Russell Union ballroom. 
• The library workshop Intro 
to WordPerfect will be held 
at 2 p.m. in the MAA hands-on 
class area of Henderson Li- 
brary. Please call to reserve 
your seat. 
• The library workshop Intro 
to GALILEO Databases will 
be held at 5 p.m. in room 1042 
of Henderson Library. Please 
call to reserve your seat. 
Monday, October 12 
•The Department of Litera- 
ture and Philosophy will be show- 
ing Bandit Queen, at 7:30 p.m 
in the Russell Union Theater. 
Warning: the film contains nu- 
dity, rape scenes and graphic 
violence. 
Tuesday, October 13 
•Are you looking for some- 
thing more in your life? Come 
to The Search For Truth at 
The Baptist Student Union 
(across from Johnson Hall) at 6 
p.m. FREE supper, 6:40 p.m. 
mini concert, 7 p.m. There will 
two other chances to attend, on 
Oct. 20, 27. 
•A workshop on "Time Man- 
agement," by Martha Nolen 
and Don Brown willfocus on 
learning to identify and elimi- 
nate time wasters and on de- 
veloping stress reducing time 
management plans. It starts at 
4:15 p.m., room 1040 in the li- 
brary. 
Wednesday, October 14 
•A workshop on Marking 
the Regents Reading Exam, 
at 5 p.m. in Henderson library, 
room  1040. 
Wednesday, October 21 
•The Department of Writing 
and Linguistics presents Pe- 
ter Christopher at 7:30 p.m. 
for a fiction reading in the au- 
ditorium of the Foy Fine Arts 
Center. 
Friday October, 23 
•Eagle Cinema will be show- 
ing A Reason To Believe, at 7 
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. atthe Russell 
Union Theater. 
Tuesday, October 27 
•An afternoon of academic 
advisement sponsored by 
GSU's College of Graduate 
Studies will be held from 4 to 7 
p.m. at the Coastal Georgia 
Center in Savannah. Advisors 
will assist prospective gradu- 
ate students of education, busi- 
ness administration, technol- 
ogy, health and kinesiology, 
sport management, music, ac- 
counting, nursing and fine arts. 
It's free and open to the public. 
For more information call the 
Coastal Georgia Center at (912) 
651-2769 or the College of 
Graduate Studies at GSU, (912) 
681-5384. 
Wednesday, October 28 
•Golden Key will give the 
practice GMAT, MCAT, LSAT, 
and GRE at 6 p.m. To register 
call 871-4106 or E-mail 
gsi06936. 
Friday, October 30 
•Statesboro Astronomy 
Club will have a public evening 
at the Statesboro Regional Li- 
brary, from 7-8 p.m. Join them 
to observe the moon, Jupiter 
and Saturn with club members. 
For more information call Jim 
at the library at 764-1337, or 
Becky Lowder at 871-5425. 
Have a Great Day! Don't Forget to Smile. 
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F O R     / b c    E D U CATION      n n it ARCH     CO M M U N I T Y 
OVER ONE MILLION 
OF THE BEST 
MINDS IN AMERICA 
HAVE ALREADY 
CHOSEN THE BEST 
RETIREMENT SYSTEM. 
TIAA-CREF. 
When it comes to planning a comfort- 
able future, America's best and 
brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF. 
With over $230 billion in assets under 
management, we're the world's largest 
retirement system, the nation's leader in 
customer satisfaction,* and the overwhelm- 
ing choice of people in education, research, 
and related fields. 
Expertise You Can Count On 
For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has intro- 
duced intelligent solutions to America's long- 
term planning needs. We pioneered the 
portable pension, invented the variable 
annuity, and popularized the very concept 
of stock investing for retirement. In fact, 
we manage the largest stock account in the 
world (based on assets under management). 
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you 
achieve even more of your financial goals. 
From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to 
mutual funds, you'll find the flexibility 
and choice you need, backed by a proven 
history of performance, remarkably low 
expenses, and peerless commitment to 
personal service. 
Find Out For Yourself 
To learn more about the world's pre- 
mier retirement organization, talk to one 
of our retirement planning experts at 
1 800 842-2776. Or better still, speak to 
one of your colleagues. Find out why, 
when it comes to planning for tomorrow, 
great minds think alike. 
fTFf? 
Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it. 
*DALBAR, Inc., 1997 Defined Ci'iitriliulinn Excellence Rat'tnt},'. Past periormance is no guarantee of future results. CREF certificates and interests 
in the T1AA Real Estate Account are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, includ- 
ing charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-273.3, extension 5509, for the prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money. 8/98 
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POLICE BEAT 
GSU Division of Public Safety    Statesboro Police Department 
September 30 
•An Oliff Hall resident re- 
ported receiving harassing 
phone calls. 
•A Winburn Hall resident 
reported receiving harassing 
phone calls. 
•Ellen Lubischer reported 
someone scratched the right 
side of her vehicle in the 
Johnson Hall parking lot. 
•Christopher Gunnels re- 
ported someone stole some 
checks from his post office box 
and some checks had been 
forged on his account. 
•Ashley Thrasher reported 
someone took $20 and a Texas 
Instruments calculator from 
her room in Cone Hall. 
October 3 
•Joel Scott Mehaffey, 28, re- 
ported theft by taking at 86 Wil- 
low Bend apartments. 
October 2 
• Craig McLendon, 31, reported 
criminal trespass at 31 Stadium 
Walk apartments. 
October 1 
• Adrienne Harper, 22, reported 
simple battery, at 233 Stadium 
Place. 
•Nick Kearns of 504 Sheffield 
Drive, Augusta, reported damage 
to property, a broken truck win- 
dow at The Lodge apartments. 
•Hannah Odell, 23, of 43 Chan- 
dler Road apartments, reported 
harassment at Bermuda Run 
building G parking lot. 
September 30 
• Kendra D. Wade, 19, reported 
entering auto at 56 Southern Villas. 
•Jeffrey franklin, 20, reported 
entering auto at 800A Robin Hood 
Trail. 
•Russell Eric Lemons, 19, of 603 
Porter Road, was charged with ob- j 
scuring tag and no proof of insur- 
ance. His license was suspended. 
•Terry Levon Huff, 21, of 212. 
Reed Street, was charged with 
armed robbery. 
Editors Note: The Police Beat 
appears inevery issue o/The George-, 
Anne in an effort to inform the GSU' 
community of the amount, nature 
and location of crimes. EAch report 
is public record and as such is ob-. 
tained from the Statesboro Police 
Department and the GSU Division 
of the Public Safety. 
Faculty/Staff Connection 
•The staff of the department of University Housingwould like to thank all who took part 
in "Operation Move-In 1998." About 50 faculty and staff devoted time on Aug. 15 to greet 
parents and students moving into their new homes. 
•Margaret A. Lloyd, professor of psychology, chaired a panel at the Annual Convention 
of the American Psychological Association on "Faculty Burnout: Institutional, Departmental, 
and Personal Strategies for Prevention" and made a presentation on "Faculty Burnout: 
Personal Strategies for Prevention." 
•Edward WX Smith, professor of psychology, delivered an address on "Shamanism and 
Psychotherapy" atthe Fifth International Congress on Integrative and Eclectic Psychotherapy 
in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. At the same conference, he led an experiential workshop on 
"Integrating Shamanic Technique into Psychotherapy." As a member-at-large of the Division 
of Humanistic Psychology of the American Psychological Association, he recently took part in 
divisional executive committee meetings in San Francisco. 
Monclair U. holds student responsible 
By Christine Tatum 
College Press Exchange 
MONTCLAIR, N.J. — Four 
people have been arrested, and 
police are searching for a fifth 
suspect in connection with the 
sexual assault of a 15-year-old 
girl during a party in a dormi- 
tory at Montclair State Univer- 
sity. 
The student hosting the party, 
21-year-old John Carmello, has 
been charged with endangering 
the life of a child and serving 
alcohol to a minor. 
Investigators are trying to de- 
termine whether Carmello, who 
lives in a hall where alcohol is 
permitted, knew the young 
woman - who arrived at the party 
with friends of his not enrolled at 
the university - was only a teen- 
ager, said Karen Pennington, 
vice president of student devel- 
opment and campus life. 
Pennington said authorities 
also want to how much and when 
Carmello knew about the assault. 
The attack is a reminder to 
students everywhere that they 
must use good judgment when 
inviting outsiders to campus, 
Pennington said. Carmello likely 
will be suspended until the 
charges against him are resolved, 
she added. 
"We all need to watch the com- 
pany we keep and to be con- 
cerned about other people," she 
said. "We do have responsibili- 
ties to others - like taking steps 
to remove someone who is un- 
derage from a place where he or 
she should not be." 
The alleged attack, which oc- 
curred either late Sept. 18 or early 
Sept. 19, happened in a wooded 
area near Carmello's dormitory. 
Two of Carmello's 
friends,Antwain Curry, 20, and 
Joseph Kohler, Jr., 22, both of 
Newark, N.J., face charges of ag- 
gravated sexual assault and en- 
dangering the life of a child. Curry 
- who was wanted by police on a 
warrant unrelated to the attack - 
also was charged with possession 
of drugs within 1,000 feet of a 
school. A third man, whose name 
has not been released and who 
also is not enrolled at the school, 
has indicated that he will turn 
himself into police, Pennington 
said. She added that when he 
does, he also will be charged with 
aggravated sexual assault. 
Also charged in connection with 
the incident was an 18-year-old 
woman - not enrolled at the uni- 
versity - accused of making false 
statements about the attack to po- 
lice. 
 Compiled by David Koepke 
Reptiles 
V The Pet Store  v 
Full Line Pet Dealer 
(Located next to Freddies Restaurant & Rocking Horse Lounge) 
Puppies 
Fish 
8721 Hwy 301 South 
Statesboro, GA. 30458 
(912)871-3123 
FAX: (912) 871-3944 
Small..Animals 
ITABIUM WALK C0LL1CTIBLJ 
GREEK SHOP 
WE 
CUSTOMIZE! 
•JERSEYS •CAPS 
• PADDLES • JEWELRY 
• DECALS •ETC 
CAMPUS FLORIST 
ROSES 
CUT FLOWERS 
GIFT BASKETS 
BALLOONS 
GIFT ITEMS 
BEANIE BABIES 
We Deliver! 
Monday-Friday 10:00-6:00 
Across From Paulson Stadium 
681-2942 
RECEIVE 10% OFF TOTAL 
PURCHASE! 
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Wind chimes help 
man catch thief 
The Associated Press 
SCOTIA —Lacking a fancy 
car alarm, Carlton Barcomb 
rigged up a makeshift device 
with wind chimes and thread to 
catch the guy who kept stealing 
his van. 
It all started about three 
weeks ago. Barcomb went out 
to get in his van, which he al- 
ways parked in his driveway. 
But the vehicle was parked in 
the street. He was confused, but 
didn't think much about it, un- 
til the same thing happened a 
few days later. 
This time, he noticed the seat 
was back farther than he left it. 
The van reeked of cigarettes. 
And the radio had been changed 
to a country western station. It 
happened four times in three 
weeks. 
Barcomb came up with a 
scheme to catch the thief. He 
tied a sewing thread to the van's 
hood ornament, and tied the 
other end to wind chimes hang- 
ing outside his bedroom win- 
dow. 
Early Monday, the chimes 
rang. Barcomb went to the win- 
dow and saw a man pushing his 
van down the street. He called 
police, who stopped the van in 
nearby Schenectady. 
Joseph Hellijas, 20, of 
Schenectady, was arrested on a 
felony stolen vehicle charge, 
Schenectady Assistant Chief 
Michael Seber said. 
He also was charged with sev- 
eral misdemeanors after police 
discovered he was wanted on an 
unrelated sexual abuse warrant 
that accused him of having sex 
with a girl younger than 14. 
Hellij as had a master key that 
fit vans of the type Barcomb 
owned, police said. 
© Maryland 
Balding Barbie 
spawns lawsuit 
The Associated Press 
BALTIMORE— Does she or 
doesn't she? 
One of the two doll collectors 
involvedin a $200,000 suit over a 
vintage Barbie doll with dam- 
aged hair knows for sure. 
A Canadian collector claims 
the 1960s-era fashion doll she 
bought over the Internet was 
balding badly when it arrived. 
The Baltimore collector who 
shipped the doll says it was 
shipped in perfect condition, and 
suspects the Canadian collector 
tried to dye the doll's hair, dam- 
aging it in the process. 
"When she opened the box that 
was delivered in the mail, she 
found that the doll's hair had 
gotten brittle and was falling 
out," said Joseph Hovermill, a 
Baltimore lawyer representing 
Janice Amundson, a collector 
from Red Deer, Alberta, Canada, 
and her husband in the lawsuit. 
"It was not in the near-mint con- 
dition she'd been led to believe." 
The Barbie with the hair-loss 
problem is now at the center of a 
legal fight in U.S. District Court 
in Baltimore between Amundson 
and Somerset County resident 
Lori Maddox, who sold the doll. 
Maddox claims Amundson tam- 
pered with the doll by trying to 
dye its hair, causing it to fall out. 
"It was in perfect condition 
when I mailed it to her, and I 
have pictures to prove it," 
Maddox said Wednesday. "If any- 
thing happened to that doll, it 
was either caused by Mrs. 
Amundson or an Act of God." 
The doll is a "Color Magic" 
Barbie sold by Mattel in the late 
1960s. It features hair that could 
be dyed blond or black; its black 
hair had faded to a reddish color, 
Maddox said. 
Amundson said Maddox re- 
fused to refund her money and 
posted a message on an Internet 
auction site claiming saying 
Amundson had spoiled the doll's 
condition. 
"Mrs. Amundson has been 
humiliated in front of a world- 
wide audience" because of the 
Internet message, said the Sept. 
24 lawsuit, which seeks $200,000 
from Maddox for breach of con- 
tract and defamation. 
© Texas 
Town invaded by 
smelly critters 
The Associated Press 
CHILDRESS— Warning to 
travelers with delicate noses: The 
city of Childress is under attack 
by hundreds of musk-spewing 
skunks. 
Not since Pepe LePew of car- 
toon fame caused havoc for en- 
tire cities have so many been so 
put out over the black and white 
malodorous mischief-makers. 
Animal control officials say 
the region's skunk population is 
cyclical and has more than tripled 
over last year. But now, lack of 
water in the wild is sending the 
critters to the one place they 
know they can find it: the city. 
"Normally I would get two to 
three calls a week. Now I'm get- 
ting four to eight calls a day," 
said animal control officer 
Charles Anders, who recently 
faced the wrong end of a scared 
skunk and got sprayed on the 
arm. 
Anders' encounter high- 
lights a unique difficulty of 
the job: Upon capture, the 
animals often repeat their 
olfactory offenses. 
"When we get a report, we 
send the dog catcher out there, 
and if the problem wasn't bad 
when we sent him, it gets bad 
when he catches the skunk," 
explains city manager Roger 
Davis. "Those things always 
give as good as they get." 
Animals caught in the city's 
cat food-stuffed skunk traps 
are just as potent. When a 
skunk takes the bait, an ani- 
mal control officer is supposed 
to sneak up from behind, cover 
the cage-like trap with plas- 
tic and haul the skunk off to 
meet its maker. Often the 
worker meets a cloud of 
trouble, Anders said. 
The surfeit of skunks, 
drawn by freshly watered 
lawns and water trickling 
down the streets, is being 
blamed on the year's No. 1 
source of grief in West Texas: 
the drought. Childress, 100 
miles northeast of Lubbock, 
has recorded only two inches 
of rain in the last seven 
months. 
Phone number mix-up causes 
tension for South Carolina couple 
The Associated Press 
CHARLESTON— State Police 
goofed with the first-ever release 
lastweekofthe names of sexoffend- 
ers in West Virginia. 
And Winnie and David Boyer of 
Huntington were not amused. 
Literature distributed by police 
mistakenly provided the Boyers' 
telephonenumber, which was offby 
one digit. 
Starting at midnight after the 
release of the names, the telephone 
at the Boyer household began ring- 
ing and continued all day. 
"We just thought, What in the 
world's happening?' said David 
Boyer. "When we found out what it 
was, we weren't too happy." 
After about a dozen calls, the 
Boyers figured out the problem and 
a local television station broadcast 
a correction. The calls, which the 
Boyers said numbered about 50, 
soon tapered off. State Police blamed 
human error. 
TerriSwecker,coordinatorofthe 
registry, estimates StatePolicehave 
received 300 calls seeking informa- 
tion about the list since last Wednes- 
day. 
The names of 41 offenders in 
Kanawha County were the first to 
be made public in West Virginia. 
The Campus 
Recreaion and the 
Sport Management 
Program at Georgia 
Southern University 
will be organizing 
rfie 3rd Annual GSU 
Homecoming 5K 
Road Race, which 
will ve held on 
October 17, 1998 at 
7:30 a.m. at the 
Recreation Activity 
Center (RAC) on 
Georgia Southern 
University 's 
campus. Interested 
individuals may call either the CRI at 681-5436 
or the Department of Recreation and Sport 
Management at 681-5462 for more information. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
Campus Recreation and Intramurals and Sport Management Program 
3'd GSU Homecoming SKRoad Race 
ENTRYFORM 
Name; 
Address:. 
. Pre-registration (S5.00) On-site Registration ($7.00)_ 
City:  
State:. .Zip:- Phone: 
Age:_ '      Birthday  
Male Runner's Category: 
 22 years old or younger 
Sex: 
Female Runner's Category: 
 22 years old or younger 
_23-35 
_36-49 
50 or older 
_23-35 
_36-49 
50 or older 
ASSUMPTION OF RISK 
WARNING: You may suffer physical and/or mental injury participating in the 3" GSU Homecoming 
5K Road Race. Participation in this activity is voluntary. Individuals participate at their own risk and 
assume responsibilities for their own health and safety. Georgia Southern University, the Campus 
Recreation and Intramurals Office.and the Departmentof Recreation and Sport Management are not 
liable for injuries sustained during participation in the 3r' GSU Homecoming 5K Road Race. It is 
strongly recommended that all participants consult a physician and/or have a physical examination 
before participation. Georgia Southern University does not provide personal accidental/health 
insurance. Therefore, participants are urged to secure their own adequate health coverage. 
PARTICIPANT'S SIGNATURE^ 
NOTE: Participants under the age of 18 are required to have a parent/guardian signature on 
this participation agreement form. 
Please make check payable to Sport Management Majors Club and turn in the form to either the OfTice of Campus 
Recreation and Intramurals, Recreation Activity Center (RAC) or the Department or Recreation and Sport 
Management, Hollis 1119. Thanks. 
Condom, France profits from its odd name 
The Associated Press 
CONDOM,France—The south- 
western regionofArmagnac, known 
for its liqueur, foie gras and the 
Three Musketeers, has another at- 
traction, a town with a name that 
triggers snickers. 
Signs marking Condom's town 
limits draw tourists snapping pho- 
tos, if the signs haven't already been 
ripped off as souvenirs. 
Don't get mad, get famous! After 
visitors kept asking a local pharma- 
cist for his shop's stamp on condom 
boxes, he decided there was notori- 
ety, and money, to be made off the 
town's name, the English word for 
"un preservatif." 
Why not a condom museum? 
The pharmacist, Gerard Dubrac, 
pitched the idea to town officials 
about five years ago. "At first they 
laughed," he says. 
Two years later, Dubrac was 
elected mayor. 
The museum, he says, will be 
more than a freak show of models 
from way back, but a conference 
center on safe sex in a country where 
condom use is dangerously ne- 
glected. 
"It's not a museum, in precise 
terms," says the 45-year-old father 
of two. "It's a research center." 
Call it what you want, but the 
main draw will be displays of hun- 
dreds of items, including a turn-of- 
the-century condom made of thick 
rubberdonatedbythecondommak- 
ers Durex. 
Itwon'tbethefirstmuseumwith 
condoms. There's a History of Con- 
traception Museum outside 
Toronto. But Mayor Dubrac's got 
the town name. 
"There's business to do," he says. 
"You can make hats, objects, what- 
ever you want." Already, Condom 
sells plastic copies of its real town 
signs, which disappear periodically. 
Dubrac has produced a 12-page 
glossy pamphlet with blueprints 
for a three-story museum. Cost- 
ing about 30 million francs (5 mil- 
lion), it would have exhibition 
space, a 400-seat auditorium and 
a library. 
Dubrac this year won govern- 
ment support for the first "Na- 
tional Condom Days" July 3-4. 
Eagle   Expo 
(79 companies as of 9-28-98) 
Thursday, October 15, 1998 
9am to lpm 
Russell   Union   Ballroom 
For More Information about the event & an updated list of participants, contact:Career Services 
681-5197, 1058 Williams Center & http://www2.gasou.edu/sta/career/ 
Accountants on Call 
Aerotek, Inc. 
Alltell Corp 
Andersen Consulting 
Aramark Corp. 
Aramark Uniform Services 
Becker CPA Review 
Berkel and Company Contractors, 
Inc. 
Carolina Builders 
Carson Products Company 
Cash America Int'l. 
Cherokee County Sheriff's Office 
The Citadel - College of Graduate 
Studies CLASS (Certified Leasing & 
Sales Specialist) 
Coastal Empire Council, Boy Scouts 
of America 
CompuCom Systems 
Crowne Plaza Resort 
Crystal Springs 
Customized Transportation Inc. 
Dean Oliver Int'l. 
Eckerd Youth Alternatives 
E & J Gallo Winery 
Enterprise 
Express 
Fidelity Financial (Norwest 
Financial) 
The Franklin 
Friedman's Inc. 
GEICO Insurance Co. 
Georgia Bureau of Investigations 
Georgia Department of Audits 
Georgia Department of 
Transportation 
GSU College of Graduate Studies 
GSU Writing and Linguistics 
Great Dane Trailers 
Great West Employee Benefits 
HomeBanc Mortgage Corporation 
Hyatt Regency Savannah 
John Hancock Financial Services 
John Wieland Homes 
Maersk Inc. 
Manpower 
Marriott Vacation Club 
Mauldin and Jenkins 
Mitchell Construction Company 
Mohawk Industries 
National Center for Paralegal 
Training 
New England Financial 
Norwest Financial 
Oxford Industries 
Parent and Child Development 
Services, Inc. 
Parts America 
Parisian 
Patton Const. Co. 
Print Time 
RaceTrac Petroleum, Inc. 
• Rayonier 
Sales, Inc. 
Savannah Laboratories and 
Environmental Services 
Savannah Tire, Brake and Alignment 
Scana Corporation 
Sea Island Company 
Sherwin-Williams 
Sitel Corp. 
Social Security Administration 
Sprint 
State Board of Pardons and Paroles 
State Farm Ins. Co. 
Suddath Companies (The) 
Sullivan's Staffing, Inc. 
Synovus/Total System Services Inc. 
Target Stores 
Temple Inland Forest Products 
Corp. 
Thigpen, Jones, Seaton, & Co. 
TruGreen/Chemlawn 
Tyson 
UGA: Textiles, Merchandise and 
Interiors 
United States Marine Corps 
Wachovia Corporation 
Worldspan 
Pre- Expo Workshop: Making the Most of 
The Eagle Expo 
Thursday October 1st 1:00pm 
Room 1022 Williams Center 
Monday October 12th 4:00pm 
Room 1022 Williams Center 
Eagle Expo Panel Discussion. Learn the 
"Secrets of Obtaining Your Perfect Job." 
Learn the secrets from employers! 
Wednesday October 14th 5:00- 7:00 pm 
Room 2047 Russell Union 
For 70 years, Georgia Southern's Official Student Newspaper 
Kelley McGonnell 
Editor 
Stacey Wysong 
Managing Editor 
Allison Taylor 
News Editor 
Our Opinion 
Here gator, gator, gator... 
He's gone. He just disappeared. The little alligator is 
no longer in his home. Where did the little gator go? 
According to Ken Brown, police chief, a baby alligator 
is missing from the Raptor Center and there is little 
chance he will return. 
While this may sound very funny—the thought of a 
baby alligator wandering around campus, crawling 
through the sewer system—it is also a little disturbing. 
This is a very small little animal who had not even 
been at the center long enough to get named. According 
to Wendy Denton, the education coordinator at the 
center, the gator was probably stolen because there 
are no signs that the little critter escaped his aquarium. 
Who would steal an alligator? Why would you steal 
an alligator? How can a person expect to care for an 
alligator? The poor little guy is in danger and, let's 
face it, he could be dead or injured by now. If he was 
stolen, whoever took the little fella probably doesn't 
know how to care for him. 
Let's just hope the nameless gator finds his way 
back to the Raptor Center or somehow gets back to his 
swampy friends with out too much trouble. 
Again, the idea of the university police hanging out 
by Lakeside at night shining flashlights looking for an 
alligator is really funny. What dc they say? "Here, 
gator, gator, gator"? 
Of*r* 
Now you have a chance to "talk back" to The Georgi 
Anne about whatever floats your boat, it's a quick, e; 
way to write a mini-letter to the editor. Fill out this for 
and send it to P.O. Box 8001, or drop it by The Geor 
Anne office at Williams Center room 223. 
Name: LB. Phone: 
Your words of wisdom: 
LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY 
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and 
guest columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern 
University Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, 
please), preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works 
format. All submissions must be signed and include a mailing address and 
phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any 
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to 
remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not 
to print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis. 
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Assistant News Editor: Laura Owens; Staff: Ashley Berry, Coron Brinson, 
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Tuesday, .October 6,1998 
The Centaurian: Bill Clinton and the Presidency 
What bothers us most about 
discovering President Clinton's 
infidelities? It may be the fact 
that he engaged in such salacious 
activities and puritanical America 
blushes at the thought of what 
can now be done with a cigar. 
Perhaps it is the fact that we now 
know, for certain, that he has had 
dalliances with women beyond the 
First Lady. Or could it be that we 
now see our President—the sym- 
bol of all things powerful—as hu- 
man. 
We like our presidents to be 
strong. Not necessarily physically 
strong (Franklin Roosevelt evi- 
denced this point), but strong in 
character. One reason why Jimmy 
Carter's presidency was such a 
failure was, as the Ayatollah held 
Americans captive in the U.S. 
Embassy in Tehran, or fuel prices 
and inflation soared, or Soviet in- 
volvement increased in Afghani- 
stan, the American public saw 
him as a weak man, incapaci- 
tated by the situation. They voted 
him out, and his brand of malaise, 
and voted in Ronald Reagan, who 
brought nothing with him to the 
office beyond machismo. 
The problem of a 20th-century 
president is one grounded in the 
constant division between the 
political and the popular percep- 
tion of his role. What do we want 
in a president? Doubtless we want 
a charismatic leader. We want 
our president to do his job without 
breaking a sweat. When he does 
break a sweat, he does so without 
appearing addled. Grace under 
pressure. Calm, cool and collected. 
We want a man with excep- 
tional character. There have been 
W        jk ZEB BAKER 
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few of these. Truly honest men 
don't make the best of presidents. 
Carter, George Bush, John 
Adams—they all had their prob- 
lems. The voters seem to turn 
away from honest men, opting for 
those who achieve great power 
with great ability—Reagan, 
friend, but of a baleful and un- 
earthly monster. 
Thus, the American people like 
a Centaur as president. Recall the 
Centaur from Greek mythology; 
half-man, half-horse. A divided 
humanity; a divided animal. We 
prefer our presidents to be cen- 
IT MATTERS MORE TO US THAT HE HAS BETRAYED OUR 
TRUST AND THAT HIS ACTIONS IN OFFICE HAVE NOT 
BEEN CONTINGENT WITH PUBLIC VIRTUE. 
Roosevelt, Eisenhower. Never 
mind that we all say we want an 
honest man as president: what 
we say we want in public, and 
what we eventually decide in the 
voting booth are two different 
spheres of behavior, breeding a 
most indelible hypocrisy in the 
American political system. 
We have proven, beyond the 
shadow of a doubt, that our "em- 
peror has no clothes." We have 
seen Bill Clinton as both a shrewd 
liar and a demoralized, bitter in- 
dividual. No one who watched his 
now-infamous Aug. 17 television 
address will ever forget the vin- 
dictive man who seeped into our 
national consciousness. Watching 
him that evening was like taking 
a Polaroid of a good friend, then, 
when it fully develops, discover- 
ing that the picture was not of a 
taurs: stoic in their duty, like the 
horse; sprinkled with enough hu- 
manity for us to believe in their 
faults. 
One half of the presidential 
centaurian must be a public man. 
The president we see in public must 
exemplify civic virtue. There can be 
no deviation in this virtue: he must 
be a highly-ideahzed man. If the 
majorityoftheAmericanpublicknew 
of the daily physical struggles of 
FDR's life, there would have been 
little chance he could have remained 
in office. By demonstrating the civic 
virtues of courage and bravery, FDR 
minimized his physical hindrances 
and focused the attention on bring- 
ing the nation our of a great economic 
depression and through a world war. 
Never do we want to see the 
other half of the man. Let private 
things remain private. No average 
American knew that when FDR 
died in Warm Springs, his mis- 
tress was there in the house 
with him. No American knew of 
JFK's womanizing or addiction 
to barbituates. The significant 
reason why the public eventu- 
ally turned on Nixon was be- 
cause he revealed the private 
side of his nature- -corruption, 
abuse of power, blatant dishon- 
esty. 
And this is why we now are 
entangled in the whole of this 
Clinton controversy. We care little 
that he perjured himself in two 
depositions—after all, we aren't 
lawyers. It matters more to us 
that he has betrayed our trust and 
that his actions in office have not 
been contingent with public vir- 
tue. Likewise, he continues to be- 
tray our trust through his evasive- 
ness of the question of sex. Sex is 
sex is sex. His inability to accept 
this fact—either legally or truth- 
fully — is what will eventually 
bring him down. 
John Updike, one of the great- 
est living American novelists, 
wrote a novel entitled, "The Cen- 
taur," which deals with this ques- 
tion of the separation of man's 
exterior and interior persona. In 
one scene, the narrator speaks 
of how he could not see his 
father's face, only the body. That 
is what bothers us with Clinton. 
We cannot see his face. It has 
been maligned through his own 
design and the assistance of Ken 
Starr. We can only see the body, 
only see his innate desire for the 
carnal. Sadly, we have finally 
seen our president as man in 
full, and that disturbs us. 
Things we should have been told as freshmen 
It is hard to believe that I have 
been here for three years. As a 
freshman I entered GSU with 
big, bright eyes, a tremendously 
open mind and an abundance of 
high expectations. I had heard 
the rumors about GSU being a 
party school and a party town 
and like many I was not at all 
prepared for the reality that 
awaited me in Statesboro. 
Of course, I did not come here 
for the parties—that was sup- 
posed to be a kind of bonus and 
coming from a large city like At- 
lanta, I experienced what my an- 
thropology professor might call 
a kind of "culture shock." I was 
so disappointed that I felt that 
my voice needed to be heard and 
I became a columnist here at The 
George-Anne. 
My very first column was eight 
hundred and fifty words about 
how the weather was too unpre- 
dictable, there was nothing to 
do, no sights to see and how a 
walk through the mall was all of 
about five minutes long. States- 
boro has changed a tad bit since 
then and so have I. 
The 'Boro has added several 
new eateries, a new counseling 
center and Walmart now sells 
groceries. 
My friends and I used to gather 
at the Union or Landrum daily 
to talk about the weekend, our 
next test, exciting new relation- 
ships or going home. We went 
out, shopped, studied, and exer- 
cised together —we were com- 
pletely inseparable. Today some 
have moved on and the rest of us 
may go grab some fast food to- 
gether, bump into each other at 
Wendy's and we are too busy to 
talk about the next test because 
we have to be somewhere study- 
ing for the next four. Our con- 
versations are now filled with 
future plans including families, 
careers, the millennium and 
even retirement. Our worries 
are no longer what if I can't get 
into the club but what if I cannot 
find a good job? 
As we become more dynamic 
individuals, life teaches us that 
every place will not be home. To be 
bored is to be boring. If were not 
happy, it is up to us to stand up and 
say and do something about it. 
My attitude about school has 
definitely changed. As a fresh- 
man I quickly learned that sleep, 
vegetables and preparation were 
the fundamental parts of making 
A's. As hard as it is, I make time 
for sleep which may include 
napping(which I thought I would 
never do), I have to get vegetables 
on a semi-regular basis(which I 
used to run from) and I refuse to 
go to a class unprepared(most of 
the time). 
After a recent night out, some 
of my pals and I reminisced about 
the things nobody told us as fresh- 
man.    We compiled what we 
though were the "Top Five 
Things Nobody Ever Tells 
Freshman." 
(1) If you do not get firm grasp 
on how to open your mailbox, you 
will always need assistance. 
It may take a few tries or 
twenty but it is better to learn 
now than to go without that loan 
check later. 
(2)Hygiene is not important to 
everyone. 
(3) Everybody is not doing it. 
Dont believe the hype. 
(4) He/She is really not all 
that (don't stress yourself). 
(5) Society will treat you only 
as well as you treat yourself. If 
you do not care about yourself, 
no one will care about you. 
College is the place that we 
evolve. It is here that we decide 
Democratic or Republican, caf- 
feine or decaf, friend or foe, say 
yes or just say no. We spend four 
or five years in this place and then 
it is off into the cold, cruel world. 
With a year and a half to go, the 
road to forever seems closer and 
closer. I welcome change and 
embrace the future with open 
arms. 
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News Briefs 
U.N. Security 
council condemns 
Kosovo atrocities 
AP News Service 
NEW YORK — The U.N. Se- 
curity Council last Thursday 
strongly condemned those re- 
sponsible for massacres of ethnic 
Albanian civilians in the Serbian 
province of Kosovo. 
However, the 15 council mem- 
bers postponed until this week 
discussion /of military action 
aimed at halting a Serbian crack- 
down. 
"Council members strongly 
condemn those responsible for 
these atrocities, and called on 
President (Slobodan) Milosevic 
and the government of Belgrade 
immediately to investigate, and 
identify and punish those respon- 
sible," said council president Sir 
Jeremy Greenstock. 
They called on U.N. chief Kofi 
Annan to advance a report that 
will trigger a discussion of pos- 
sible military action to halt the 
Serbian crackdown in Kosovo, 
where the ethnic Albanian ma- 
jority is fighting for indepen- 
dence. 
Western diplomats said that 
council consultations on Annan's 
report, and the issue of possible 
military strikes, would be ad- 
dressed on Wednesday. 
The council expressed alarm 
that the atrocities had been com- 
mitted since the council adopted 
a resolution on September 23 
■ demanding a ceasefire and an 
end to "repressive action" against 
civilians. 
Profs use T-shirts to 
test link between smell, 
attraction 
7 
/ 
By Mike Dano 
University of New Mexico 
If two pjrofessors at the Uni- 
versity of New Mexico are right, 
women across the country could 
start sniffing through piles of 
dirty laundry to find Mr. Won- 
derful. 
With help from dozens of 
smelly T-shirts and the body 
odor of 41 men, psychology pro- 
fessor Steven Qangestad and 
biology professor Randy 
Thornhill are conducting a 
study that they hope will shed 
some light on why women pre- 
fer certain men. 
The duo also is trying to de- 
termine if women associate a 
man's scent with his physical 
attractiveness. 
During the study, research- 
ers measured the symmetry of 
the faces and bodies of 41 men 
and gave each a clean T-shirt 
to wear while sleeping for two 
nights. During that period, the 
men remained relatively odor- 
free. 
They slept on clean sheets, 
bathed with unscented soap 
and avoided garlic and co- 
lognes. 
The T-shirts were collected 
and given to women who were 
asked to rate the pleasantness 
and sexiness of the their scents. 
Gangestad used those ratings 
to calculate the overall attrac- 
tiveness of each scent. 
He found that women who were 
between days six and 14 of their 
menstrual cycles ~ a time when 
women are most fertile — pre- 
ferred the scents 
of men whose features and body 
tyjDes were most symmetrical. 
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What goes around, comes around in young America 
By Katie L. Fetting 
U. of Wisconsin at Madison 
My cousin Phineas recently 
insisted that we watch VH-l's 
"Behind the Music," largely be- 
cause his favorite, five-octave piece 
of eye-candy was being profiled. 
After a few minutes of allowing 
Mariah Carey to flash coy, cutesy 
smiles at the camera, the show 
switched gears to her personal 
life - complete with details about 
that "aged" ex-husband of hers 
who runs Sony. 
"He's such a Pygmalion," I said. 
"What? Why's'he a pig?" 
Phineas asked. 
"No, not a pig. A Pygmalion - 
like a Svengali." 
No response. 
"You know," I continued. "Sort 
of like Humbert Humbert." 
Still nothing. 
"Okay, like that old Russian 
guy who carried Kerri Strug off 
the floor of the Olympics." 
"Her coach?" he asked. 
"Yeah." 
"Yeah," Phineas said. "He was 
a pig." 
i I'm still not certain whether 
Cousin Phinny caught my mean- 
ing, but he did force me to evalu- 
ate the method in which our soci- 
ety makes references nowadays. I 
started to wonder if my dad was 
correct in asserting a lack of cul- 
tural substance, or my mom was 
right when she said that my gen- 
eration never invents, merely 
adopts. 
I thought about "Seinfeld," 
"Scream" and The Fugees. I re- 
membered Madonna's aping of 
Marilyn Monroe and "The Brady 
Bunch Movies'" odd tongue-in- 
cheek parody of its predecessor. I 
thought of Gap ads capitalizing 
on retro dance crazes and Quentin 
Tarantino's cinematic offerings to 
Ed Woodian gods. 
Quickly, this thought hit me: 
America is consumed with artis- 
tic recycling. 
Today's tendency to spinoff, 
remake and ripoff appears to be 
the norm rather than the excep- 
tion. The Fugees sold 16 million 
albums re-recording great 
Motown tunes, and Leann Rimes, 
for all her adolescent pining, rarely 
creates a hit where one didn't 
previously exist. The swing craze 
has 17-year-olds borrowing their 
grandfathers' zoot suits, and ev- 
erything from "Austin Powers" to 
McDonald's is pushing for a 'trip' 
back to the '60s. Musicians like 
the Barenaked Ladies and films 
like "Scream" earn kazillions by 
including as many pop references 
as possible. 
Each generation appears to be 
thinning the artistic stew by bor- 
rowing the work of the former. 
Unfortunately, these "copies" are 
replacing the originals in the 
minds of younger audiences. 
"Scream" cites Sharon Stone. 
But Stone is really the heir to 
Faye Dunaway, whose roots can 
be traced to the acidic Mae West. 
Is this important? Perhaps not 
in the case of movie stars, but 
when we remember Jane Austen's 
"Emma" as Amy Heckerling's 
"Clueless," some intelligence, so- 
cial commentary and originality 
is lost. 
Remember what happens 
when one makes a copy of a copy: 
eventually this obsession with 
post-modernism will yield barely- 
readable reproductions missing 
every third word. This is not to 
deny the inevitable effect of the 
past on the present, or the present 
on itself. Just as post-impression- 
ist Van Gogh was influenced by 
contemporary Seurat, so is cul- 
ture self-referential. We must 
strive for a new synthesis, how- 
ever, and not be content with bad 
duplicates. 
I wanted to tell cousin Phinny 
this. In fact, I tried, but his eyes 
remained super-glued to Mariah. 
I wanted to convince him that 
replacing Mata Hari or the 
Rosenbergs with Linda Tripp was 
watering down social dialogue (not 
to mention true traitorous behav- 
ior). I wanted him to acknowledge 
that the "X" after our generation 
doesn't stand for Xerox. 
"Phinny, where is our culture?" 
I screamed. "Where are our great 
artists? Or thoughts? Or mean- 
ing?" 
No response. 
"Don't you grasp the far-rang- 
ing implications of admiring form 
over substance? Do we even have 
anyone of substance?" 
He finally turned to face me. 
"You should shut up now. 
Mariah's going to sing 'I'll Be 
There.'" 
After a few moments, I asked 
him if he knew who originally 
recorded that song. 
"I'm sure it was Mariah," he 
said. "She writes all her songs." 
"Well, I guess she does now," I 
replied. 
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Upcoming Events in Eagle Athletics 
• Thursday - Eagle Soccer vs. South Florida 2 p.m. at Eagle Field 
• Saturday - Cross Country Meet 9 a.m. at Mill Creek Park 
• Sunday, October 11 ■ Eagle Soccer vs. UNC-Greensboro 1 p.m., Eagle Field 
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FROM THE 
END ZONE 
JAMIE HODGES 
Black athletes 
important part of 
football history 
1998 marks the 100th anni- 
versary of Paul Robeson's 
birth. Robeson was one of the 
first black athletes in Ameri- 
can history to play college foot- 
ball. A graduate of Rutgers 
University in New Jersey, 
Robeson paved the way for Af- 
rican-American athletes who 
would come after him. 
Robeson was named to the 
Ail-American squad at the end 
position while at Rutgers in 
1917 and again in 1918. He 
was also a pioneer for blacks 
in professional football, becom- 
ing one of the first blacks to 
ever play in the NFL during 
the early 1920s. 
While we reflect on 
Robeson's accomplishments he 
has made in the game, it is 
also important for us to appre- 
ciate all of what Afro-Ameri- 
cans have contributed to col- 
lege and professional football, 
especially to the black athletes 
who toiled under the Jim Crow 
system throughout the first 
half of this century. 
Having to face brutal dis- 
crimination, constant humilia- 
tion (and sometimes even 
death threats) these nameless 
heroes fought on and contin- 
ued playing the game that 
they loved. Treated as second 
class citizens, black college 
football athletes who played on 
mostly white teams couldn't 
even travel with the team on 
road games. While the rest of 
the team stayed at a hotel in 
the city, Afro-American ath- 
letes were left literally knock- 
ing door-to-door throughout 
the black community, begging 
for a couch to sleep on. 
But through all the hard 
times, there were individual 
athletes who stood out, ath- 
letes who challenged the insti- 
tution of segregation and 
showed just how silly it was. 
There were athletes like 
Marion Motley, the big bruis- 
ing fullback who played for the 
Cleveland Browns in the '40s 
and '50s. Before anybody had 
even heard of Jim Brown, Mot- 
ley shattered all of the 
Browns' rushing records.  By 
sheer talent alone, Motley 
showed the rest of the NFL 
that blacks could indeed com- 
pete professionally. 
And then there was Paul 
"Tank" Younger, the first Afri- 
can American to compete in 
the National Football League 
who graduated from a pre- 
dominately black school, 
Grambling State. Younger 
was drafted by the LA. Rams 
in 1949 and instantly set the 
NFL world on fire. 
Younger made up a huge 
part of the Ram's famous "Bull 
Backfield" in the 1950s. 
But what perhaps might be 
seen as the pinnacle of success 
for the black athlete in 
proffesional football happened 
on a late January evening in 
1988. That was when Wash- 
ington Redskin quarterback 
Doug Williams stepped into 
the limelight and led his team 
to a victory over the Denver 
Broncos in Super Bowl XXII. 
Williams's performance 
proved that black athletes 
could succeed in this sport, if 
given the proper chance. But 
without pioneers like Robeson, 
Motley and Younger this event 
would have never happened. 
All black athletes in the NFL 
owe a debt of gratitude to their 
predecessors who cleared the 
road for them to travel to ath- 
letic glory. 
Volleyball team loses to Davidson 
• Lady Eagles suffer first loss of the season at home, five game winning streak also snapped 
By Jennifer Holloway 
Staff Writer 
After falling short to the con- 
ference rival Davidson Wild- 
cats in the first two games, the 
Lady Eagles volleyball team ral- 
lied back tying the score 2-2, 
only to fall short in the fifth 
game and suffer a 3-2 disap- 
pointing lost at Hanner 
Fieldhouse on Sunday. This 
match marked the first home 
loss for the Lady Eagles this 
season, and ended the team's 
five game winning streak. 
The Wildcats quickly took 
control of the match, winning 
the first game 15-4. 
Although the Lady Eagles 
would give a good fight in the 
second game, Davidson once 
again took the victory in the 
second game 15-13. 
The Lady Eagles responded 
to their 2-0 deficit by coming 
alive in the third and fourth 
games, thundering over the 
Wildcats 15-5 and 15-7. 
"Our communication and ef- 
fort really picked up in games 
three and four, our intensity 
level went back up, and we were 
able to get back in the game. We 
knew that we were not playing 
Eagle volleyball, and we started 
to play again as a team and not 
as individuals," commented 
April Rhodes, the team's cap- 
tain and only senior. 
After the fighting attempts of 
the Lady Eagles in the last two 
games, they were able to start 
the fifth game on top, but soon 
Sarah Trucksis 
LOSING AT HOME for the first time this season, the Lady Eagles were defeated by the Davidson Wildcats 3-2 last Sunday afternoon. 
lost their lead, falling short 15- 
6. 
"Our biggest problem was that 
Davidson set the tempo right 
away at the start in games one 
and two," head coach Eddie 
Matthews said. "We know what 
we are capable of doing, and we 
didn't do it in the first two games, 
but we did a great a job of main- 
taining in the next two games, 
which is a difficult task after 
losing the first two." 
Leading the Lady Eagles were 
sophomore Jamie Burnell with 
fifteen kills and eleven digs, 
sophomore Kelly Keegan with 
ten kills and fifteen digs, and 
three service aces, freshman 
Jessica Cowley with eleven kills, 
and senior April Rhodes with 
twelve digs. 
This match leaves the Lady 
Eagles with an overall record of 
10-9 and a conference record of 
4-3. 
The Lady Eagles will be trav- 
eling to Western Carolina Fri- 
day, in a Southern Conference 
match up against the Cata- 
mounts before returning home 
Tuesday to play the Stetson 
Hatters at Hanner Fieldhouse. 
"For our next match we will 
be working on playing hard in 
game one, and setting the tone 
at the start, working on our fo- 
cus of fundamentals," Matthews 
said, looking ahead to the Cata- 
mounts. 
Lady Eagles shutout Appalachian State 
By Andrew Franklin 
Staff Writer 
The Lady Eagles charged 
down the war path again Satur- 
day with a 4-0 routing of the 
Appalachian State Mountain- 
eers. The win strengthens their 
lead in the Southern Conference 
at 3-0 and will help keep them 
on track for the finals. 
The first half saw two Eagle 
goals, the first a solo attempt by 
Robin Thirsk on a loose ball in 
the thirteenth minute of play. 
The second came from a well 
placed header from Kelly 
Burrell, with help from Tara 
Chaisson and Vanessa Vickrey 
in the sixteenth minute. 
"We came in physical. Down 
the middle we showed a lot of 
strength and finished the 
chances we created," said Coach 
Norton of his offensive unit, 
which went on to find the net 
two more times before the end of 
the game. 
Appalachian State's offense 
was stagnated by a stellar GSU 
defense lead by senior Lindsay 
Grossman and had nothing to 
show for their efforts except a 
yellow card awarded to their 
head coach in the twenty-sixth 
minute. 
In the second half, only the 
Eagle defense outshone the of- 
fense led by striker Tara 
Chaisson. Chaisson scored in 
the sixty-second minute with 
help from Shannon Todd off a 
disorganized Mountaineer de- 
fense. Freshman Melissa Cox 
buried an open netter on a de- 
flection fourteen minutes later, 
with assistance coming from 
Kelly Burrell. 
"It was really a team goal," 
Cox said. "Coach said the key 
was to cross early and so we did. 
I just followed up." 
The victory came at a price, 
with an injury to veteran striker 
Jenny Howell, which benched 
her for the remainder of the 
game. Although both sides 
played tough, two Mountain- 
eers earned yellow cards due to 
a pair of very physical challenges 
late in the match. 
"We had a good win," said 
Coach Norton of the Eagles' 
fourth shut out of the year. "The 
girls played hard, finished up 
and the defense did what they 
needed to do." STILL UNDEFEATED: The Lady Eagle soccer team is 3-0 in the Southern Conference 
yOry brooKs 
GSU takes no prisoners, assassinate Keydets 
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Sarah Trucksis 
LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL! Third string QB Andre Weathers and 
the rest of the Eagle reserves had a lot of fun Saturday afternoon, 
seeing extensive playing time. GSU smacked VMI 63-7. 
By Jamie Hodges 
Sports Editor 
Total domination. That is the 
only phrase that accurately de- 
scribes what happened to Vir- 
ginia Military Institute Satur- 
day afternoon. When VMI (1-4, 
0-3 SoCon) came marching in to 
Statesboro to face the Eagles 
during their 100th game at 
Paulson Stadium, the Keydets 
were ambushed by the GSU ar- 
mada. GSU (5-0, 3-0 SoCon) 
brought the pain, destroying 
VMI 63-7. 
After Eagle quarterback Greg 
Hill took a nice long look at the 
scoreboard after the game, he 
showed no pity for the team that 
wound up on the short end of the 
stick. 
"It's called taking care of busi- 
ness," Hill said. "We concen- 
trated on playing Georgia South- 
ern football; we knew if we 
worked hard, things would work 
out for us." 
GSU quickly took advantage 
of a Keydet turnover and drew 
first blood when fullback Adrian 
Peterson scored on a one-yard 
run. After Virginia Military was 
stopped on their next drive and 
lined up to punt, Eagle free safety 
Arkee Thompson came flying in 
and blocked the kick. GSU took 
over on the VMI one-yard line 
and promptly scored again on 
another Peterson TD. 
The Keydets came back with 
their best drive of the day, capped 
off by fullback Jason White's one 
yard plunge into the end zone. 
White's TD cut the Eagles' lead 
to 14-7. 
But GSU's explosive offense 
was a time bomb waiting to ex- 
plode. And in the second quar- 
ter, it detonated. Hill hooked up 
with slotback Corey Joyner on a 
16-yard pass in the corner of the 
end zone. Joyner then scored on 
a 64-yard punt return. 
The Eagles still had some 
bullets left in their arsenal. 
Jevon Sullivan heard the end 
zone calling his name. The se- 
nior reserve fullback plowed over 
the goal line from three yards 
out. Sullivan's score widened 
GSU's lead to 35-7 before half- 
time. 
GSU wasn't quite finished 
with their beatdown yet. On the 
first drive of the second half Hill 
scored on a four-yard quarter- 
back draw. 
Back-up QB J.R. Revere took 
over the reins and promptly 
hit backup slotback Audrell 
Grace in the end zone, pushing 
the lead to 49-7 in the third 
quarter. 
Third team fullback Carl 
Small entered the game and 
drove the final stake through 
VMI with two TD's of his own. 
When asked if the 1998 team 
might be special, Johnson 
hinted that it might be so. 
"I think we got some poten- 
tial," he said. "Clearly this is 
one of the better offensive 
teams we've ever had here." 
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Eagles blast Virginia Military 
THE EAGLE SOCCER TEAM 
Saturday. 
By Anthony Williams 
Staff Writer 
Susan Smith 
shot down Virginia Military 6-0 last 
Last Saturday, the men's soc- 
cer team, 2-0 in the Southern 
Conference, beat Virginia Mili- 
tary Institute. That game was 
the tenth time that the Eagles 
played against VMI. The Eagles 
were 6-1-2 all-time versus VMI 
before the game last Saturday. 
The Eagles showed VMI their 
skills early in the first half. Tony 
Brown cross-passed the ball to 
Jeremy McClure, who, from ten 
yards out, scored a goal 11:40 
into the game. The Eagles of- 
fense regained control of the ball, 
and senior Tim Blom scored a 
goal at the 19:54 point. Brian 
Oakes assisted Blom with the 
goal. Tony Brown took control of 
a loose ball and scored the third 
goal at the 32:44 mark for the 
Eagles before the half. 
The Eagles did not waste time 
to score in the second half. After 
a penalty kick by Jeremy 
McClure, the Eagles went up 4-0 
at the 52:12 mark. Three min- 
utes later, the Eagles scored 
again at the 55:03 point in the 
game. Alan Pate corner kicked 
the ball to McClure, who kicked 
the ball in the bottom left corner 
of the goal. 
Later in the half, Blom as- 
sisted Brian Oakes with a goal 
at the 83:58 mark in the game. 
The Eagles dominated VMI 
the whole game. 
The Eagles defense only 
gave up five shots on their 
goal, and three corner kicks. 
Junior goalkeeper, John 
Miglarese, took care of the 
goal with his one save at the 
45:00 mark in the game. The 
Eagles offense accumulated 
25 shots on VMFs goal and 
six corner kicks for the shut- 
out. 
Head coach Kevin Cham- 
bers gave his comments on 
his teams' win. 
"We played hard," Cham- 
bers said. "We were looking 
to put a solid game together 
and I feel we did that today." 
The Eagles performance in 
the first half was great. 
"We were focused and in- 
tense," Chambers said. "I be- 
lieve that our pressure in the 
first half enabled us to dic- 
tate the flow of the game." 
The Eagles performance in 
the second half was also huge. 
The Eagles were able to con- 
trol the game. 
"I thought we were able to 
control the game and decide 
when to attack and when to 
pass," Chambers said. "We did 
a little of both today." 
McClure, the Eagles junior 
midfielder, had a great per- 
formance against VMI with 
three goals. McClure said he 
was glad to be home. 
"It was nice to play on our 
home field again, and hope- 
fully, we gave the crowd a 
good show," McClure said. 
Brown, the Eagles sopho- 
more striker, scored a goal 
and dished out one assist. 
"I thought we played well 
as a team," he said. "It is im- 
portant playing good as a 
team." 
Florian Scheidat wanted to 
thank his teammates for try- 
ing to help him score. 
"It was a great game," 
Scheidat said. "I really 
wanted to score. I thank the 
guys for helping me try to 
score. I thank the team." 
Volleyball team defeat North Carolina 
- Greensboro Spartans at home  Eagle Football Notebook 
• GSU quarterback Greg 
Hill has thrown a touchdown 
pass in three consecutive 
games this season. 
• The Eagles have scored 
40 or more points in four con- 
secutive games, a first in 
school history. 
• In Saturday's contest 
against VMI, GSU back-up 
quarterback, J.R. Revere 
connected with Audrell 
Grace for his first career 
touchdown pass, thus giving 
Grace his first touchdown 
reception as well. 
• Also in the Eagle's game 
against VMI, fullbackJevon 
Sullivan tallied up a career 
long 48-yard carry. 
-Compiled by Reginald M. Farrell 
GOING FOR THE KILL: 
last Thursday 
By Anthony Williams 
Staff Writer 
Cory Brooks 
The volleyball team beat UNC-Greensboro 
The Eagles went to war with 
the University of North Caro- 
lina-Greensboro last Thursday. 
The Eagles entered the contest 
riding on a four-game winning 
streak. In game one, the Eagles 
set the tempo by starting off the 
game with two consecutive 
points. UNC-G scored a point, 
but then the Eagles went on a 
seven-point killing streak. The 
Eagles won the first game 15-8. 
As a team, the Eagles had 14 
kills and 31 team attacks. 
In game two, UNC-G proved 
that they were ready to play the 
Eagles. UNC-G went on a 2-0 
streak early, but the Eagles 
battled back with a three point 
scoring streak to make the score 
3-2. UNC-G stole the momen- 
tum from the Eagles and scored 
three consecutive points, mak- 
ing the score 5-3. UNC-G ended 
the game with a five point scor- 
ing streak to beat the Eagles by 
a score of 15-5. 
In game three, UNC-G kept 
their momentum by starting off 
the game on a 3-0 run. The Eagles 
scored a point, but UNC-G went 
on a five-point scoring streak, 
making the score 8-1. UNC-G 
battled on to beat the Eagles 15- 
8. 
In game four, the Eagles beat 
down UNC-G. Although UNC-G 
started off the game 2-0, the 
Eagles went on a nine-point kill- 
ing streak to take a 9-2 lead. The 
Eagles went on a four-point kill- 
ing streak to win the game 15-4. 
The Eagles had 11 kills and 46 
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team attacks in game four. 
In game five, the Eagles re- 
gained their momentum and 
killed UNC-G. Early in the game, 
UNC-G was ahead 2-1, but the 
Eagles went on a three-point kill- 
ing streak to make the score 4-2. 
Later in the game, the Eagles 
went on a six-point killing streak 
to make the score 14-4. Finally, 
the Eagles beat UNC-G 15-5. 
The Eagles had a total of 54 
kills, 164 team attacks, 12 serv- 
ing aces and 45 defensive digs. 
Head Coach Eddie Matthews was 
impressed with his team's per- 
formance after the match. 
"It's unreal to be honest," he said. 
"The way the team has played over 
the stretch. I have very much re- 
spect ofUNC- Greensboro. We were 
able to wear them down. They (the 
players)aretheonesgettingitdone, 
they are the ones out there busting 
their butts and getting it done. 
That's a sign of a good mature 
team." 
The month of October is a big 
month for the Eagles. 
"We have three more matches, 
before the end of the first rota- 
tion, against Davidson, Western 
Carolina and Chattanooga. Yes, 
October is a big month. We are at 
a point where we have to focus 
on one game at a time," Coach 
Mathews said. 
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Cunningham one of 
major weapons in 
Eagles' backfield 
By Reginald M. Farrell 
Senior Staff Writer 
Just when you thought the 
Eagles had enough dangerous 
weapons like Greg Hill and Corey 
Joyner, a slotback by the name 
of Bennie Cunningham emerges 
from the GSU roster to compound 
the worries of opposing defenses. 
Cunningham, who is a native 
of Fitzgerald, Ga. played in all 
13 games last season, making 
eight starts. Also, he rushed for 
100 yards on 15 carries. His top 
effort of that campaign was a 27- 
yard performance on three car- 
ries against Valdosta State. 
In the 1996 season, 
Cunningham played in all 11 
games with two starts, rushing 
11 times for 209 yards with three 
touchdowns. 
Before making his arrival at 
GSU, Cunningham enjoyed a 
productive high school career in 
which he had 978 yards and seven 
touchdowns on 101 carries in 
1994 leading the Purple Hurri- 
canes to an 8-4 record and the 
Region I-AA championship. As 
an all-defensive back, he inter- 
cepted seven passes, made three 
sa;cks, and recovered two 
fumbles. During his senior year, 
he returned three punts for 
touchdowns. 
After his successful reign as an 
outstanding athlete at Fitzgerald 
High School, he chose to come to 
GSU to become a part of the Eagles' 
football program. 
"I like the atmosphere," said 
Cunningham. "This town is almost 
th6 same size as my hometown and 
I have some relatives here too. Also, 
the program has a winning tradi- 
tion and I wanted to be a part of it." 
As for the 1998 season, 
Cunningham is pleased with the 
progress of the team. 
"We're doing pretty good," said 
Cunningham. "This season gives us 
a lot of confidence going into our 
next game." 
J5o far this year, Cunningham 
has rushed for 175 yards in GSUs 
first five games and is expected to 
play a pivotal role in the Eagles 
offensive attack. 
. *'He(Coach Johnson) expects me 
to contribute a lot," says 
Cunningham. "He wants me to just 
go Out and run full-speed since I'm 
one of the fastest slotbacks." 
Ever since becoming an Eagle, 
Bennie Cummingham feels he has 
changed greatly as a player. 
rl think I've changed a lot," said 
Cunningham. 
"I've learned that being a run- 
ning back isn't just rurming the ball; 
blocking is also important." 
THE G-A PICK 'EM BOX 
"BUT DON'T BET ONE" 
Pittsburgh at N. Carolina 
Illinois at Ohio State 
Northwestern at Iowa 
Tennessee at Georgia 
S. Carolina at Kentucky 
W. Michigan at Vanderbilt 
Cincinnati at Syracuse 
Arkansas at Memphis 
N. Illinois at C. Florida 
Denver at Seattle 
Chicago at Arizona 
Dallas at Carolina 
Atlanta at NY Giants 
Wash, at Philadelphia 
S. Francisco at N. Orleans 
Reginald M. Farreil 
S/. Staff Writer 
Overall 
Last Week 
53-22 
12-3 
N. Carolina 
Ohio State 
Iowa 
Tennessee 
Kentucky 
W. Michigan 
Syracuse 
Arkansas 
C. Florida 
Denver 
Arizona 
Dallas 
Atlanta 
Washington 
San Francisco 
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April Rhodes provides senior leadership 
Sarah Trucksis 
SPEED DEMON: Senior slotback Bennie Cunningham uses his 4.53 
speed to break to the outside of the Jacksonville State defense in early 
season play. 
By Andrew Franklin 
Staff Writer 
April Rhodes's official title on 
the GSU Lady Eagles Volleyball 
squad is defensive specialist, but 
to her team she is much more 
than that. As the team captain 
and only senior, she has a great 
deal of responsiblity riding on 
her. 
"Everyone goes to her when 
there's a problem on the team, 
on or off the court," says Coach 
Matthews of Rhodes. "She's an 
essential part of the team, an 
unsung hero." 
GriginaUy from Ft. Myers, Fl, 
Rhodes started playing volleyball 
in middle school and moved on to 
play for Estro High where she earned 
such honors as first-team all-con- 
ference, first-team all-county and 
class 4-A Player-of-the-Year. At 
Southern she has racked up mul- 
tiple double digit digs in matches 
every year, with a career high of 22 
and is the school record holder for 
aces, with 12 in a three-game match. 
Cory Brooks 
LONE SENIOR: April Rhodes is the only senior on the volleyball team 
"April has matured so much in 
her three years here, she's a very 
focused player." Matthews said. 
'Volleyball is in my blood," said 
Rhodes, who plans to help coach her 
former high school team and pur- 
sue a career in her major, computer 
information services, once she 
graduates. 
Rhodes's performance in the 
3-2 defeat against the UNC- 
Greensboro Spartans exempli- 
fied her role on the young team. 
She came through big in the last 
of the five game match with a 
blistering string of serves that 
helped seal the Eagle win, rais- 
ing their record to 10-8. 
"We defended our home turf 
against a big team," she said. 
"The more we grow, the more we 
are going to win." 
Opportunity Knocks! Work your own 
hours unlimited earning potentiall 
Contact Eagle Heating & Air 
489-6235 
here", arid take control 
tier's Intc kage: 
month«unlimited access 
s - no tall charges 
■v:i s\      ■  .   .■-??''■■ :i-.■"■■■■■ i 
' $(9.9. 
' Local' 
- from over 210 cities when you're 
• ^fREE activation - no conn* 
1 Modem speeds tip to 28. 
* FREE software 
Visit our Customer Solutions Center 
at the corner of East Grady and 
Mulberry Streets or call 764*9131 
cither 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Gloria's Creations 
No Time To Shop? Need That Special 
Gift? Call Gloria's Creations! 
Christmas Openjiouse 
Thursday, Oct. 8th 
Special Discounts & Prizes. 
Start Your Christmas Shopping early at 
the newly rennovated, newly expanded 
Golria's Creations! 
Mon-Sat 9-6 
Ship & Deliver 
10970 Hwy. 301 South  next to Qgeechee Tech 
BUS. # 681-6202 
FAX # 681-7049 
=RJ 
ASE,  ICAP Certified • Towinq 
SOUTH 301 
Auto Body Collision Center 
We sell and install autoglass & body parts 
• Free Estimates • Student Discounts 
No job is too BIG or SMALL for us. 
42 years of experience, come see Mike Jett 
orBillO'neal. 
(912)871-5181 
 1305 Hwy 301 South • Statesboro, GA 30458 
Get Caught Up in Our 
World Wide Web Page 
at 
http://www.etp.Qaeou.edu 
■HHBHBBBHBBHHHHHHnHBHHBHnBBHM 
I 
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restaurant 
221 N. Main • Statesboro, GA 
764-2316 
Mon - Hamburger 
-Combo w/ choice of 
potato 
_Tues - All You Can Eat 
spaghetti & salad bar 
Kids 52" including ice cream sundae 
SONIC DRIVE IN DEALS THIS OCTOBER 
WITH 6 COMBOS & 2 SPECIALS 
DRIVE-IN 
322 South Main 
-anything y^r.!,-^!*"- DWVE-raRU 
Offers Not Good With Any Other Coupons or .Offers 
(A)'Deluxe Sonic Burger 
• Large Fries or Tots 
•Medium Soft Drink 
ALL   MONTH   LONG!     '>; 
Country Fried Steak with old fashion 
milk gravy with your choice of two 
vegetables and dinner bread. 
Onh 
$r-99 
; Wed -1/2 pound ground 
" sirloin w/ potato & salad bar 
Thurs - Chicken Fingers w/ 
potato & salad bar 
Fri & Sat.-Shrimp Scampi 
Chicken Fetticini Alfredo 
w / a choice of potato, salad, 
and dinner bread. A 
(B) • Ex-Long Chili Cheese Cone^ 
• Large Fries or Tots 
•Medium Soft Drink 
(C) • Country Fried Steak 
i*   , • Large Fries or Tots 
•Medium Soft Drink 
OCTOBER SPECIALS 
(F) • Brown Bag Special 
• 2 Deluxe Sonic Burgers 
• 2 Large Fries or Tots 
• 2 Medium Soft Drinks 
(G)'Chicken Strip Dinner 
(H)« Chicken Club Toaster Sandwich 
(I )• Bacon Cheeseburger Toaster Sandwich 
'FFER   ENDS:   OCTOltliR 31. 199U 
(D) -Breaded Chick-Filet Sandwid 
" Large Fries or Tots       - 
Medium Soft Drink 
(E) 'Double Meat, Double Cheeseburge, 
• Large Fries or Tots 
• Medium Soft Drink 
Snap Into Action! 
You make the call! 
Play interactive QB1 ®,an 
NFL-licensed football 
strategy game, live during 
televised broadcasts. 
Experience the thrill of 
National competition by 
correctly predicting the 
plays right here with 
QB1®. 
Come Practice on Sunday Afternoons! Monday Night Football Contest! Overall 
Winner Gets a $25 Gift Certificate 
$ .25 Wings During the Game 
$1.50 Big Mug Refills 
$1 Vodkas 
LZZ& ItUP 
Enjoy Full Service Dining From Our 
Expanded Menu 
^ Appetizers • Salads • Sandwiches • Pasta 
Dishes • Fajitas • Pizza & Much More! 
681-9066 71 I S Main 
FREE DELIVERY    Across From GSU 
mmmmmmmm»w 
STATESBORO MALL 
Bring your Dinner Date to: 
Mugs & Movies 
Now Serving: 
Sandwiches • Salads • Pizza • Appetizers and more! 
imimifmiiiff Show times 7:30 pm & 10:00 pm EEC 
HgK8M|| 
•   ••••••*<* •   •   •   •   9   #1 
, -. ■ r^^^. www. 
klZZA • CALZONES • LASAGNA • SPAGHETTI • STEAK GRINDERS • MEAT &■ 
or 
I 2 Medium 
a" 
y 1-Topping 
| Pizzas for 
jp only 
i  tn99 
\fiuz QH^VH -NvasaiAravci NS^DIHD • savivs saa^o • s^aoNia NSHDIHD^ I 
405 Fair Rd. J 
Next to Recreation Dept. ! 
Open Dailyllam-11:30pm J,] 
FREE DELIVERY ! 
764-7669 > 
W3MM<Q WAREHOUSE 
Player 
Ride 
► Object 
Showing' 
Club 
oi My 
FREE 
50 
Al>    _^JI 2d»    New Arrivals 
PLAYSTATION 
NINTENDO <54 
(Largest Selection in Town) 
Now Showing for 2 nights 
199 Northsidc 
Jackie Brown for $2 
mm - Statesboro • 489-4279 
3 \Ao^e 
•5Va)ie 
6 ^ovve^ 
jxm 
^ 
eflav6 
Kent 1 movie 
Get 1 FREE 
$1.59 value 
excluding new 
arrivals 
Kelly's Videos 
"Open Late" 
Mon-Thurs 10 am -12 mid 
Fri-Sat        10am-1 am 
Sunday       12noon-12mid 
(912)681-1942 
#2 College Plaza Behind Wendy's 
pH Chinese   Restaurant 
Dine In • Carry Out • Nice Bar • Host Parties 
m 
A Place for 
Authentic 
Chinese Foods 
Located by Winn-Dixie. 
Next to Dollar General 
Now Hiring 
Front Help and 
Delivery Drivers 
Open Daily: 
11:30 am -10:30 pm 
(912) 489-8813 
(912) 764-5536 
XULXJUL 9WW1 liiiiiiimiiimimiimimiiiimiitiMiii 
EAGLE CINEMA 
Slam 
IIHHIIWMItl 
Coming Soon 
AT THE RUSSELL UNION 
A Division of Student Affairs 
All Movies Show in 
Russell Union    For more info>? 
call 486-7270 Theater 
Tuesday, Oct. 13 
9:00 pm 
Tickets available in 
Russell Union rm 2022 
a reason 
to believe 
uiiiiiitiiiiiiiiimiurr in 
Wed. October 23 
7:00 & 9:30 pm 
IIIIIIIIHmilHIIIMIIIIIIIIIiiiinmiJ 
«» \L' "*■J Friends Don't Let 
A Public Service Message Brought %«k?10M- fe J0^0fe*4^Vlmi&ufed These Good Advertisers 
n/M, 
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'Less Than Jake' no less than great 
By Douglas Blake 
Staff Writer 
Less Than Jake say that they 
consider themselves to be one of the 
mostiun bands in the U.S. on their 
website, www. ltj.com. and on their 
second release for Capitol Records, 
"Hello Rockview," they live up to 
their boasting. 
Less Than Jake hail from 
Gainsville, Fla. andhave 15 albums 
to their credit. Over these, they 
have perfected a smooth ska-punk 
sound of their very own. 
On their latest release, "Hello 
Rockview," Less Than Jake offers 
up 14 songs that last a shade under 
30 minutes. 
On "Hello Rockview," the band 
uses a very tight horn section and 
weak punk guitars to rock out. 
Less Than Jake grew up in the 
80s with bands like Motley Crew, 
Poison and Twisted Sister playing 
on the radio and in their hearts, and 
their love for these bands is a well- 
known aspect of Less Than Jake. 
They adopt a nineties style of glam 
rock in their shows that is just a 
really good time and a refreshing 
break from most current bands. 
When listening to "Hello 
Rockview," you find yourself want- 
ing to get up, jump around, get 
crazy and basically have some fun. 
The album bumrushes through each 
song, leaving you wanting more at 
the end. It's the horns on this album 
that make you want to get up and 
start shaking your butt like a fool 
for the fun of it. There's a method to 
their madness—they sing about so 
many issues that really identify the 
feelings you had in high school. The 
pressure to act like everyone else is 
evident in the song "AH My Best 
Friends Are Metal Heads." They 
sing, "There's this way of how you 
lookathowyou act like andhowyou 
think and pretend of they're not the 
same as you." 
At no point during "Hello 
Rockview" will you find yourself 
bored. 
The Less Than Jake style is fast, 
fun and hard, but not too hard. 
Musically, "Hello Rockview" is very 
much like their first Capitol Records 
release, "Losing Streak." Lyrically 
and artistically, they have expanded 
their style. 
The liner notes for the CD ex- 
plain every song as if they were in a 
comic book and the album can be 
looked at as a comic look on life. 
Less Than Jake never takes any- 
thing too seriously, poking fun at 
themselves, glam rock, high school 
andgirls. They have a lot of fun, and 
while listening to this album you 
have a lot of fun as well. 
Attheendofthealbum,youfmd . 
yourself wanting to play it again 
and again. 
Less Than Jake are on tour this 
fall and can be heard on WVGS 
91.9f.m. The album will be released 
on October 6 and is recommended 
for those who like Blink 182, 
Goldfinger and Reel Big Fish. 
Fun abounds at Ogeechee Fair 
By Jana Aiken 
Staff Writer 
Are you tired of doing the same 
old thing day after day in States- 
boro?Lookingforsomethingnew 
to do? Then check out the 37th 
annual Ogeechee fair Oct. 12- 
17th held at the Kiwanis- 
Ogeechee Fair Grounds. 
The festivities will kick off 
Oct. 12 at 5p.m. at the corner of 
Olliff and North Main Street 
with the GSU color guard and 
marching band leading a parade 
of floats and 4 local high school 
bands making their way to the 
Fair Road Shopping Center. 
After the parade, follow the 
crowd to the fairgrounds where 
you and a date can enjoy a vari- 
ety of live entertainment. Mon- 
day, Oct.  12, check out high 
school band night featuring the 
talents of some of our local 
marching bands. Tuesday the 
Cotton Pickin' Cloggers will be 
performing. 
The GSU Jazz Band will be 
rocking the fairground on 
Wednesday. For country music 
fans, come out and enjoy the 
country music sound of Outrider 
on Thursday. Friday, check out 
the Heartland Express Cloggers 
and Saturday allow yourself to 
be entertained by Shortie and 
the Pea Pickers musical group 
as well as the Lightweight Gos- 
pel Singers. 
If your idea of a good time 
doesn't include too much live en- 
tertainment, then there is more 
fun to choose from. Try out the 
rides, such as the monster double 
ferris wheel, or simply enjoy the 
arts and crafts displayed by 
members of the community, with 
artists from ages 3 and up. There 
will be dolls, quilts and other 
handmade crafts set up for your 
viewing, along with a flower 
show. 
If you miss the feel of fur from 
the pets that you left behind at 
home, there will also be a free 
petting zoo with plenty of ani- 
mals to play with. 
So, instead of heading to your 
usual place at the bar, grab a 
date and head out to the 
Ogeechee Fair on Hwy.301 head- 
ing towards Savannah. 
A mere $3 will get you in the 
gate every night of the week with 
the exception of Wednesday, 
where your valid college ID will 
get you in for free. Individual 
tickets are sold inside for rides 
or you can buy a $12 wrist band 
on Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 
urday and ride all the rides you 
can handle. Ticket books are 
also available at Wal-Mart. All 
proceeds will go towards com- 
munity outreach programs like 
DARE and the local Red Cross. 
Seven Mary Three hits Savannah 
Special to the G-A 
Seven Mary Three is roll- 
ing into Savannah's Round- 
house Complex Wednesday 
night and they're bringing 
British group Feeder with 
them. 
Seven Mary Three's mu- 
sic, which sports alternative 
pop-rock with a flat country 
blues influence, is sure to 
have fans throughout the 
audience roaring for more. 
Expect a mix of melancholy 
and roek tunes at this band's 
show, especially if their lat- 
est album is a reflection of 
their live performance style. 
Seven Mary Three's latest 
album, "Orange Ave." is the 
band's fourth record in the 
past six years. Says the 
band's Jason Ross, "...like 
any form of expression, "Or- 
ange Ave." was a means to 
get out of a very tired way of 
thinking. The record echos 
the feelings I get walking 
down Orange Avenue in Or- 
lando on any given night. It's 
more than just a slice of re- 
ality. It's a lot of different 
people doing a lot of differ- 
ent things." 
Opening for Seven Mary 
Three is British band Feeder, 
who made their presence 
known by having themselves 
permanently banned from 
international music store 
chain HMV for using amps 
during what was supposed 
to be an acoustic show. The 
band's      latest      album, 
Alternative pop-rockin" Seven) 
Mary Three will be cranking out 
tunes at the Roundhouse. 
Polythene features jagged 
riffs and choruses. Says 
British magazine [New Mu- ; 
sic Express] of the album, j 
"Every track is underpinned j 
by an irresistable and infec- | 
tious pop classicism which ] 
sets the band apart." 
The two bands are play- j 
ing tomorrow night at the ] 
Historic Roundhouse Com- I 
plex, located at 601 West j 
Harris St. right next door to I 
the Savannah Visitor's Cen- j 
ter. To get to Savannah, take 
Hwy. 301 to Hwy. 16 East, j 
follow it straight into Savan- I 
nah, making sure to veer 
over to the Montgomery) 
Street exit. Tickets are $12 ! 
the day of the show for gen- j 
eral admission. The concert j 
is sponsored by WIXV I- j 
95 Savannah. 
'Slam'premieres at Russell Union 
Special to the G-A 
It's where art meets the street— 
where poetry speaks the language 
of the people. Slamming, an 
electrifying combination of poetry 
and rap, is the explosive new art 
form that's showing up across 
America, in theaters, clubs, street 
competitions, even television com- 
mercials. Now director MarcLevin's 
"Slam" demonstrates the dramatic, 
redemptive power of this totally 
contemporary art form. 
Ray Joshua (Williams) is a rap- 
per-poet living in the ferocious 
Washington, D.C. housing project 
known as Dodge City. When he's 
arrested on a petty drug charge, 
Ray nearly becomes the latest casu- 
alty of city's infamous criminal jus- 
tice system—until he is rescued by 
Lauren Bell (Sonja Sohn), a beauti- 
ful writing teacher who recognizes 
and encourages his talents as a 
poet. Using the power of his words, 
Ray survives the horror of jail and 
thrives on the streets, where his 
language gives voice to an often- 
unheard corner of society. 
Passes are required for this pre- 
miere that will take place on Oct. 
13 at 9p.m. in the Russell Union 
Theater. 
FALL SEMESTER 1998 
Oct.    8-9 Fall Break for 
Students, Ad- 
ministrative Of- 
fices open. :.■ 
17 Homecoming 
(classes begin- 
ning at 1 p.m. or 
later on October 
16 will be can- 
celled) 
19 Last day to with- 
draw without 
academic pen- 
alty from regular 
day classes 
26-11/20 Early Registra- 
tion for Spring 
Semester 1998 
31 Parents'Day 
Nov,25-27 Thanksgiving 
holidays 
Dec.     9 Early registration 
fee payment 
deadline for 
Spring 
11 Last day of 
classes 
14-18 Examinations for 
regular day 
classes 
19 Residence Halls 
close at 10 a.m., 
except for gradu- 
ating students 
19 Graduation 
21 Holidays for stu- 
' dents begin 
21-25 Administrative 
offices will be 
closed 
How Will I Ever Remember?? 
When Exams approach, you may be wondering how you will ever remember all the material you have covered in class over the past weeks. 
Here are some helpful memory techniques that can help improve your memory. 
1. Learn from the general to the 
specific. Skim your notes and read- 
ings first, then get into the material 
more in-depth. 
2. Make it meaningful. Know 
what you want from your education, 
then look for connections between 
what you want and what you are 
studying. 
3. Create associations. The data 
already stored in your memory is 
arranged according to a scheme that 
makes sense to you. When you 
introduce new data, you can recall it 
more effectively if you store it near 
similar or related data. 
4. Learn it once, actively. People 
remember 90% of what they do, 
75% of what they see, and 20% of 
what they hear. So pace back and 
forth, gesture with your hands as you 
study. Get your whole body in- 
volved in studying. 
5. Relax. When we're relaxed we 
absorb new information quicker and 
recall it with greater accuracy. 
6. Create pictures. Draw diagrams, 
Make cartoons. Use them to connect facts 
and illustrate relationships. 
7. Recite and Repeat. When you repeat 
something out loud, you anchor the con- 
cept in speech and hearing. 
8. Write it down. Writing a note to 
yourself helps you remember an idea, 
even if you never read the note again. 
9. Reduce interference. Turn off the 
stereo when you study. 
10. Use daylight. Study your most diffi- 
cult subjects during the daylight hours. 
11. Over learn. One way to fight mental 
fuzziness is to learn more than you in- 
tended. Make it second nature. 
12. Escape the short-term memory 
trap. A short review within minutes or 
hours of a study session can move mate- 
rial from short-term to long-term memory. 
13. Distribute learning. Marathon study 
sessions are not productive. 
14. Be aware of attitudes. If you 
think math is useless, you will have 
difficulty with it. If you think his- 
tory is boring, you will have trouble 
remembering it. 
15. Choose what not to store in 
memory. Decide what is essential 
to remember, what you'll be tested 
on, and remember that only. 
16. Combine memory techniques. 
All of these techniques work better 
in combination with others. 
17. Remember something else. 
When you are having trouble re- 
membering something, remember 
something else that is related to it. 
18. Notice when you do remem- 
ber. Notice what techniques you 
used to remember, and apply it to 
other areas. 
From Dave Ellis' Becoming a Mas- 
ter Student, 6th ed. 
The Academic Corner is sponsored by 
Academic Affairs 
Provost & Vice President's Office 
P.O. Box 8022 • Georgia Southern University 
Statesboro, GA 30460 
-y^s-z bleicken@GaSoU.edu 
912/681-5258   Iks    Fax: 912/681-5279      E-mail: cbiack@GaSoU.edu 
lvantassell@GaSoU.edu 
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TIL WE 
MEET 
AGAIN 
WCOLE PATTERSON 
My pride and joy 
The other day I was listening 
to track #8 on my Jon B. cd, en- 
titled "Pride and Joy." I have 
listened to this track on several 
ocassions, but on this particular 
day I actually listened to the words 
and what they meant. 
I pushed repeat several times 
and began to think of my signifi- 
cant other. The song is about a 
man thanking his significant other 
for being by his side through the 
hard times and loving him no 
matter what the circumstances 
are. 
This past Sunday I celebrated 
my four-year anniversary with 
my 'pride and joy.' 
During the day, I kept think- 
ing about that song and I thought 
about all the trials and tribula- 
tions that we have gone through 
and those yet to come. 
Then I thought to myself about 
how lucky I am to have someone 
like him in my life and to be in a 
stable relationship. He doesn't 
disrespect me or leave me won- 
dering if I am the only woman in 
his life. 
He's the kind of man that gives 
roses and special little presents 
just because and foot and back 
massages because he knows I've 
had a hard day. Sometimes din- 
ner is cooked for me when I get 
home from work. 
Am I bragging? No. I share 
this because when I tell people 
how long me and my significant 
other have been together, the usu- 
ally reaction is "Don't you get tired 
of dating the same person." 
The answer is no. Also, when 
you have someone who treats you 
better than any other man you've 
dated, why not stay with him. 
The other day I was talking to 
a friend about relationships and 
she asked my how did me and my 
boyfriend keep things in perspec- 
tive. 
I told her that we really enjoy 
each other's company and we 
never forget the simple things like 
saying 'I love you.' 
I also told her that one impor- 
tant thing I have learned is never 
listen to hearsay. I know that 
sounds redundant, but it's true. 
There are always some jealous 
soul out there just waiting to see 
something good fall. 
Other topics that I feel are im- 
portant in a relationship are com- 
munication and dedication. With- 
out communication, you don't have 
a foundation for a relationship. 
During our first year together, we 
had a hard time telling each other 
how we felt. 
Sometimes we would argue 
three or more times a day. But we 
learned that if we wanted to make 
this relationship work, we had to 
be more open with each other. 
Dedication falls in the category of 
communication. 
If you can't trust the person, 
why stick around in a relation- 
al ship? If you know he (or she) is 
,  cheating, why stay in the rela- 
tionship—don't you deserve bet- 
ter? 
I am not a relationship expert 
nor am I in a perfect relationship. 
Believe me, we have our share of 
problems, too. 
However, I have some insight 
on how to make a relationship 
/work. I was lucky to find my 
)ride and joy,' I hope you do, too, 
'til we meet again. 
Who is your hero? 
By Courtney Williams 
Staff Writer 
For many people, they derive motivation, 
inspiration and dedication from someone they 
admire~a hero. GSU student responses var- 
ied, but the majority, forty-five percent, found 
their heroes and heroines from their family. 
Sixty percent, of those familial heores were 
mom. "I think my mom is my hero," Tasha 
Carter said.   "Regardless of what happens to 
me, she is always there to back me up. 
Like when I got sick spring quarter ( when 
I was suppose to graduate) and needed 
medical withdrawal. She supported me 
through it all." Donna Boulineau said that 
her grandmother is her hero. "She lived a 
hard life and made sure that her children 
and grandchildren did not live the life she 
did. I will try to live a good life by learning 
from her." Another student, Douglas 
Blake says that his best friend in Con- 
necticut is his hero. "He knows when to 
listen to me and when to tell me to shut 
up." 
Additionally, Wesley Wells said that his 
source of inspiration is John Glenn, Jr. 
"He was the first American in space. He 
inspires me to design better spacecraft." 
- Brian Dix, 
sophomore, music 
education 
"My mother has always been there 
for me. She's very understanding. 
She finds a way to make the situa- 
tion better." 
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- Erica Wofford, 
sophomore, biology 
"I find strengh in Christ. Jesus is my 
hero because he loves me." 
-Jamal Ramon, 
sophomore, computer 
science 
"I find inspiration in my grand- 
parents. Especially my grandfather 
because he sets and example on how 
to live a good life." 
-Maurice Thomas, 
freshman, dramatic 
"I admire Morgan Freeman 
('Driving Miss Daisy" and 'Amistad') 
because he loves what he does." 
■^mXKHKKBBai 
Martial arts club gets you in shape 
By Reginald M. Farrell 
Senior Staff Writer 
Who wants to get in shape 
and learn how to kick some butt 
at the same time? 
For those of you who are al- 
ready curious, the martial arts 
club is the answer to all of your 
fitness concerns. And in case 
you're wondering what it has to 
offer, martial arts specializes in 
anti-rape, self-defense and the 
use of various weapons. In addi- 
tion, it consists of forms of gym- 
nastics and grappling. 
Practices are held Mondays 
and Wednesdays 6 p.m. to 7:30 
p.m. in the Recreational Activ- 
ity Center (RAC) and Tuesdays 
and Thursdays from 5p.m. to 
7:30 p.m. in the Marvin Pittman 
Gym. Classes are instructed by 
Pete Evans, who specializes in 
the arts of ninjitsujujitsu and 
jiujitsu, which he has been teach- 
ing for six years. 
Evans recalls his past experi- 
ences with a childhood bully as 
his primary motivation for get- 
ting into the martial arts. 
"I always used to see this bully 
pushing people around and I 
wanted to see someone stand up 
to him." 
Evans also stresses the ben- 
efits of taking martial arts. 
"You learn more than punches 
and kicks," Evans said. 
"You learn self-confidence and 
Molly Morrison 
The martial arts club is designed to help students gain self-confidence 
and boost self-esteem. 
People in the news 
it boosts your self-esteem, plus 
it's good exercise." 
As for the resume of Pete 
Evans, he is certified to use all 
weapons such as swords, 
shurikens(throwing stars), and 
blowguns to name a few. 
And he has won over 120 tro- 
phies in his career. Since coming 
to GSU, Evans has won 21 sec- 
ond place trophies, 20 first place 
trophies, 18 of them being grand 
champion trophies. 
In a recent tournament this 
year in Jacksonville, FL, Evans 
won first place and received 
black-belt-of-the-day honors. 
"It's not difficult to learn," 
said Evans. "That's the miscon- 
ception people have, it's as easy 
to learn as driving a car. You 
advance at your own pace." 
More importantly, martial 
arts practice is open to all stu- 
dents and faculty and it is free of 
charge. 
"I expect people to realize 
that they learn techniques that 
hurt attackers both mentally 
and physically, therefore, it 
shouldn't be taken seriously," 
Evans said. "They have to 
learn to use them (techniques) 
for self-defense only." 
•For more information, 
call the CRI office at 681-5436 
and ask about the Martial 
Arts club. 
Lonely Greek Priest seek modem look 
The Associated Press 
ATHENS, Greece- Prospec- 
tive Orthodox priests say the dress 
code of long black robes, tall hats 
and overgrown beards is naming 
their marriage prospects, Greek 
media reported last Saturday. 
"If the robes create an obstacle 
for rinding a wife and you know 
they do then the church's leader- 
ship must do something to modern- 
ize our appearance," Father 
Efstathios Kollas, head of the union 
of parish priests, said last Friday. 
Kollas, who said only 3,000 of 
Greece's 11,000 priests are mar- 
ried, said the priests' outdated ap- 
pearance discourages educated 
Greeks from becoming men of the 
cloth. 
The plea for new outfits 
comes ahead of a 10-day meet- 
ing starting today of the Holy 
Synod, the Greek Church's gov- 
erning body. The meeting will 
be presided over by the head of 
the Greek Orthodox Church 
Archbishop Christodoulos who 
has said the church should mod- 
The Associated Press 
MILANJtaly-ClaudiaSchiffer 
won't be a fixture on fashion show 
catwalks anymore. 
The German supermodel an- 
nounced the change in Milan as the 
latest shows kicked off. 
"I love fashion but I never really 
liked the runway," she said in last 
Saturday's [HMessaggero],aRome 
daily. "Cinema and advertising are 
much better. I'm leaving." 
Still, the 28-year-old model isn't 
quitting entirely. 
She came to Milan to model the 
Marchese Coccapani collection for 
"my friend Giorgio Ferrari," and, 
"for him, 111 always come."   • 
She wore just one Coccapani 
number lastFriday, a silver-colored 
knit sheath. 
SAN FRANCISCO - Mayor 
Willie Brown prides himself on his 
sense of style, so he felt right at 
home on a fashion show runway in 
Shanghai, where he modeled a green 
robe, black vest and the Manchu 
cap of a late Qing dynasty landlord. 
All in a day's work for the dapper 
politician, and nothing new for him 
either. 
"Actually, I modeled for Macy's 
fashion show just last week," Brown 
said when asked about his recent 
goodwill trip to China. 
"San Francisco is known, of 
course, for its fashions... producing 
styles that become the cutting edge 
of the world," Brown said. "Shang- 
hai has a similar reputation, and 
that, in part, is why we are sister 
cities." 
LOS ANGELES-- Actor-direc- 
tor Albert Brooks and his wife are 
new parents. 
Kimberly Brooks gave birth last 
Thursday to Jacob Eli Brooks, their 
first child, who weighed in at 7 
pounds, 9 ounces. The couple mar- 
ried in March 1997. 
Brooks, 51, has film credits in- 
cluding "Broadcast News" and 
"Mother." 
SEATTLE- Microsoft employ- 
ees may be cashing in their stock 
options for a chance to see the inside 
of boss Bill Gates' $53.4 million 
mansion. 
The top bid by company workers 
for a charity fund-raising effort so 
far is $25,025. 
"There's a lot of respect for the 
man here, and not a lot of chance to 
spend time with him," said Emily 
Hine, Microsoft's charity program 
manager. "I think there are people 
waiting until the last minute, and 
then it will pop up... Ithinkitcould 
go to $50,000." 
Gates' estate manager will give 
the highest bidder and a guest a 
private tour of the mansion. 
Afterword, Gates himself will "per- 
sonally guide you throughhis favor- 
ite rooms," according to a tour de- 
scription. Refreshments will be pro- 
vided. 
The estate also has a 60-foot 
pool, sauna, 1,700-square-footguest 
house, trampoline room, 20-seat 
movie theater, video arcade, dock 
for water-skiing on Lake Washing- 
ton and an indoor-outdoor spa. 
THE HAGUE, Netherlands- 
Prince Bernhard, the father 
of Dutch Queen Beatrix, un- 
derwent another operation to 
repair a partially detached 
retina in his left eye. 
The surgery was performed 
on last Friday and the prince 
left the the hospital the same 
day, royal officials said. 
Bernhard, 87, underwent a 
similar operation this year. 
Last month, the German-born 
prince had surgery to remove 
scar tissue from his bladder. 
Earlier this year, he had an 
operation to treat an enlarged 
prostrate. 
Interested in a great coral experience... 
then join 
Georgia Southern's University Singers 
GSUS is a large chorus open to all GSU students; no audition 
necessary. GSUS meets MWF 12:00 - 12:50 pm in the Foy Fine Arts 
Building. If interested, register for MUSE 3311 (undergraduate) or 
MUSE 6311 (graduate). 
For further information, contact 
Mr. Paul McGovern 
t Assistant Director of Choral Activities 
681-5845 or pmgov@gsvms2.cc.gasou.edu 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
"BLUE & WHITE: RETURN TO GLORY" 
1998 Homecoming Parade 
Friday, October 16 from 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm 
Areas Affected 
• Apartments on Chandler Rd. 
• Resident halls on Chandler Rd., Georgia Ave., and Forest Dr. 
• Parking lots on Chandler Rd., Georgia Ave., and Forest Dr. 
• Entrances onto Chandler Rd., G«»rgia Ave., and Forest Dr. will be close. 
Roads Closed 
• Chandler Rd. To Georgia Ave. 
Georgia Av^>. in front of Landrum 
. Forest Dr. to Plant Dr 
Parade Map Located on 
Page 3 of Todays Paper. 
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Thanks for readingThe George-Anne. 
Tune in for more great news after fall 
break on October 15. 
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We are now offering 
tv 'ooin i s . 
and specials on 
one bedroom apartments. fc^t^ 
We also have roommate openings 
available. 
Park Place ♦ Southern Villa • Stadium Walk • Eagle's Nest 
The Perfect Place to Live. . 
Visit us at our website: www.theboro.com 
|     1800 Chandler Road » Statesboro, GA * 30458 • (9 J 2) 68 1-3000 
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"Your Student Entertainment Connection" 
Red Cross Blood Drive 
Tuesday, Oct. 13 
William Center 
12:00 pm - 6:00 pm 
s 
*8 
^ 
Vote for Homecomingi 
King & Queen (see 
nominations on page 14 
of today's paper) 
Wednesday, October 7 
9:00 am-3:00pm 
Lakeside & Between Russell 
fUnion and The Books Store! 
Slam 
Tues., Oct. 13 
9:00 pm 
tickets available in Russell Union Room 2022 
Homecoming Parade Route 
Friday, October 16 
1 4:00 pm 
See Road Closures on page 11 
Poetry group gives students 
a chance to vent frustrations 
By Cherlea Dorsey 
Staff writer 
We all need a place to go where 
we can vent all of our frustra- 
tions, sorrows, anger or even the 
love that we have for one an- 
other. 
Encountering some of these 
hardships daily can cause stu- 
dents to drop out, use drugs, 
stop believing in themselves or 
even commit suicide. 
Instead of making such a dras- 
tic decision, one could simply 
write down all of their thoughts 
and feelings on paper. 
Esoteric, a poetry session that 
meets every other week, gives 
African-American students a 
chance to gather together and 
share their thoughts and feel- 
ings to each other. 
Esoteric was introduced to 
GSU students two years ago by 
Andre Mountain, a former GSU 
student. 
Demond Jones, a senior in- 
ternational studies major, has 
taken Mountain's place as the 
overseer of the poetry session. 
Starting out in Watson Hall 
lobby, then moving to the 
Season's Apartments, for a more 
laid back atmosphere, Esoteric 
has now moved to the campus 
under the Rotunda because of 
the large demand of students 
wanting to attend. 
"It was a big success last year 
and we had a lot of crowds," 
Jones said. 
"An average poetry session 
would be about 40 to 45 people." 
Esoteric was established to 
cater to the African-American 
voices on campus. 
Jones said Mountain felt that 
there was no outlet for African- 
American students on campus 
to truly express themselves. 
"Hopefully, this [poetry ses- 
sion] gives inspiration for some 
of the daily struggles you [stu- 
dents] might be going through," 
Jones said. 
Sarah Trucksis 
THE POWER OF WORDS: Senior Demond Jones, far left, said that 
he wants to expand Esoteric to a broader audience. 
"Whether you are going 
through or relate to some of the 
topics the poets address, the po- 
etry gives information that you 
are not getting from a lot of your 
classes." 
The poets, topics vary from 
the history and achievements of 
African-Americans, along with 
the strategies and tactics used 
to oppress them, as well as Afri- 
cans. 
Some of the poets speak about 
ordinary life or simply building 
one another up to become better 
people. 
"I want a wide spectrum of 
black people to check it out," 
Jones said. 
"It's a big misconception for 
someone to think that all black 
people are alike." 
Esoteric is defined by Jones 
as "known to only a chosen few." 
Jones admits that Esoteric is 
not in the lime light as other 
social activities, but it is known 
to those who would like to feel a 
connection with other people. 
"I find it very interesting to 
hear people put words together 
because it sounds creative and 
meaningful," Gloria Dollar, a se- 
nior public relations major, said. 
"Attending Esoteric helps me 
to appreciate poetry more." 
"It's not that we have our cho- 
sen few and nobody else can 
come," Jones said. 
"Everybody can come, but 
while you are present the label 
of being chosen gets placed on 
you." 
"The purpose is a lot more 
meaningful when different 
types of people from different 
walks of life are coming out to 
experience and express them- 
selves at the same time," Jones 
said. 
Striving to achieve his goal, 
Jones said that he would like to 
work with more black organi- 
zations on campus, so that he 
can reach other types of audi- 
ences. 
Tommy Hilfiger to pull White House ads 
The Associated Press 
It wasn't the fetching young 
woman in trendy clothes. It 
wasn't the presidential setting. 
It wasn't the awkward timing. 
It was just a matter of policy, 
White House lawyers said, that 
led them to ask designer 
Tommy Hilfiger to stop using 
advertisements that show the 
woman in a mock-up of the Oval 
Office. 
Hilfiger said he'd comply. 
The White House legal office 
wrote  to  the  designer  last 
month asking that the ads be 
changed because of a long- 
standing policy that the White 
House not be used for advertis- 
ing. 
"It's standard operating pro- 
cedure for us to send a letter 
when the White House is being 
used in an advertisement," 
White House spokeswoman 
Amy Weiss said last Monday. 
"They've agreed to withdraw 
the campaign and we're grate- 
ful that they're complying with 
our request." 
:»t 
ALL DAY BUFFET 
$3.99 
WITH COUPON-50 ITEMS 
1 COUPON PER PERSON 
(SEAFOOD OR CRABLEG BAR EXCLUDED) 
CHINESE PEKING RESTAURANT 
102BRANNEN 
(CORNER OF FAIR RD & BRANNEN) 
The request had nothing to 
do with publicity over Presi- 
dent Clinton's affair with 
former intern Monica 
Lewinsky, Weiss said. 
The White House singled out 
two photos among those taken 
last spring on a large-scale 
White House set in Los Ange- 
les. One shows a blonde sitting 
on a desk in a fake Oval Office 
and the other shows a male 
model by a helicopter parked 
in front of a mock White House. 
The two photos will appear 
in magazines through October 
because it was too late to pull 
them, said Ruth Pachman, a 
spokeswoman for Hilfiger's 
company. 
The campaign was not in- 
tended to be a political state- 
ment or commentary and as 
soon as the company received 
the letter from the White 
House, it began complying, 
Pachman said. 
&* 
Novelties, Gifts 
& Body Piercing 
by Rick 
The Most Professional and Experienced in the "Boro" 
• Adult Novelties 
• Sterling Silver Jewelry 
• Smoking Accessories 
• Lava Lamps 
• Leather and Vinyl Lingerie 
• Beaded Curtains 
• Candles & Incense 
• Black Lights 
• Zippo Lighters 
• Fish Nets 
#3 University Plaza 
871-4054 test PUR€ 
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Today's Quote 
"The actions of men are the 
best interpreters of their 
thoughts." 
—John Locke 
CLASSIFIEDS, etc. 
ACROSS 
1 Loony in London 
5 Scandinavian t 
oasl 
10 Lend support 
14 Pennsylvania 
port 
15 Painter Matisse 
16 Thought 
17 Type of clam 
19 Dark blue 
20 Highland miss 
21 Boss 
23 Green state? 
26 Greenbacks 
27 Young guys 
31 Marlins kin 
34 Also known as 
36 Bowler's 
conversion 
37 Stretch of time 
40 Annual golf 
tournament 
42 Hide 
44 Mind-readers 
letters 
45 L'chaim or prosit 
47 "Wake Up Little 
48 Planetoid 
51 Blue and Cross 
52 Cliff-base pile of 
rocks 
54 Beat it! 
56 Throwers 
59 Get cozy 
64 Fad 
65 Portion 
68 Wielder 
69 Nappy leather 
70 Oklahoma city 
71 "Porgy and " 
72 Asks intrusive 
questions 
73 Kitchen utensils 
DOWN 
1 Wooded valley 
2 Opera song 
3 Fills a space 
4 Vietnamese 
holidays 
5 Lusters 
6 Barbie's 
boyfriend 
7 Single 
8 Monumental 
1 £ 3 
' 1 
IK 
5 
! 
9 
. 12 13 
1< , 
18 
17 
^ 
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20 
24 m 
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entrance 
9 Similar to 
10 Siva worshipers 
11 Dutch dairy 
product 
12 Burton of "Roots" 
13 Golfer Stewart 
18 Make up facts 
. 22 "Star Trek" extras 
24 College in 
Poughkeepsie 
25 Little yelp 
27 Hobble 
28 Melodramatic 
exclamation 
29 Belittles 
30 Plopped 
32 Of milk 
33 Partner of to 
35 Small sofa 
38 Downpour 
39 Pub fare 
41 Caviar 
43 Baby bear 
46 Signal for help 
49 Breaks off 
50 Balls 
52 Decorative plant 
53 Call it quits 
55 Brewed 
beverage 
57 Abrasive tool 
58 Pronounce 
indistinctly 
*• STUDENTS BEWARE 
ATTENTION -- The George-Anne screens all 
advertisements prior to publication. The news- 
paper strives to accept ads for legitimate pro- 
ducts and services only. Students are urged to 
exercise caution when replying to ads ~ par- 
ticularly those which require a credit card 
number, other personal information, or money 
in advance of the delivery of a product or serv- 
ice. Students are also urged to report to the 
newspaper any suspicious offers which they 
might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer 
seems too good to be true, it probably is. 
STATEMENT     OF     OPERATIONS:      The 
George-Anne is the official student newspaper 
of Georgia Southern University, owned and 
operated by GSU students and utilizing the 
facilities provided by GSU. The newspaper is 
the oldest continuously published weekly 
newspaper in Bulloch County and Statesbdro, 
Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of 
the editor or the individual authors and do not 
necessarily represent the views of the Student 
Media Committee, the administration, the 
faculty and staff of Georgia Southern Universi- 
ty, or the University System of Georgia. The 
George-Anne is published twice weekly during 
the academic year and three times during 
summers. Any questions regarding content 
should be directed to the editor at by phone at 
912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113. Read- 
ers may also send electronic messages to the 
newspaper staff by visiting our web site at 
http://www.stp.gasou.edu. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I. 
Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box 
8001, Georgia Southern University, States- 
boro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or 
912/618-5418 (Advertising) 
ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse 
any advertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving 
space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one 
week prior to the intended publication date. 
For more information, rate cards, sample publica- 
tions, contact: Shawn Sunderland, Advertising Man- 
ager, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or Bill Neville, Student 
Media Coordinator, (912)681-0069. 
PROOFING/ERROBS/OMISSIONS: The newspaper 
makes every reasonable effort to present correct and 
complete information in advertisements. However, the 
advertiser is responsible for proofing the ad upon pub- 
lication and should notify the newspaper immediately 
in the event of an error. The newspaper is not respon- 
sible for any errors in advertisements and its liability 
for adjustments is limited to the amount of space the 
error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is 
not responsible for any damages caused due to an 
ad's omission from a particular edition and its respon- 
sibility solely is to reschedule the ad in the next regu- 
lar edition at the regular advertising rates. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from students, 
faculty and staff must be non-commercial in nature 
and submitted in writing, with the name of the sender, 
local address, and phone number. No tree ads taken 
via telephone - at this price we don't take dictation. 
One free ad per person per week. Commercial classi- 
fied are 20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per in- 
sertion. Tearsheets are 32 extra per insertion. 
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscription rates 
for home delivery of The George-Anne are $30 per 
semester, or $52 per year, delivered by third class 
mail. Please address all inquiries to Zeina Rahme. 
Business Manager. The George-Anne is distributed 
free of charge on the Georgia Southern University 
campus through delivery sites located in campus 
buildings, at otf-campus sites, and in residence halls. 
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy, and a 
: second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribu- 
tion sites. Additional copies are 35 cents each and are 
' available at the Williams Center. However, unauthor- 
; ized removal of additional copies from a distribution 
- site constitutes theft under Georgia law, a misde- 
meanor offense punishable by a fine and/or jail time. 
Editors will seek to have any person(s) who removes 
'■Wore than the authorized number of copies from dis- 
tribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law. 
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slo- 
gan - "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, Read by 
'em Alt' - from Robert Williams of the Blackshear 
les. Call Bob and he can tell you who he stole it 
originally. 
SPRINGBREAK Cancun, Gloria, Jamaica, 
South Padre, Bahamas, Etc.. Best Hotels, 
Parties, Prices. Book Early and Save!! Earn 
Money + Trips! Campus Reps / Organizations 
Wanted Call Inter-Campus Programs 1-800- 
327-6013  www.icpt.com 
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK...'Take 2" 2 
FREE TRIPS ON ONLY 15 SALES and 
...Earn S$S$. Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, 
Florida, Padre! Lowest Prices! Free Meals, 
Parties & Drinks. "Limited Offer"1-800-426- 
7710/www.sunsplashtours.com 
60 Part of a process 
61 Actress Yothers 
62 Butcher's cut 
63 Brings to a close 
66 Hawaiian 
gafiand 
67 Keats opus 
EXPERIENCED HOCKEY Players wanted to 
tryout for Amateur Roller Hockey Team for 
Information Call 764-8779 and leave a 
message. 
WANTED! 55 Crunk People to join BIG 
BALLIN TOURS on our First Annual "Black 
College Reunion" tour at Daytona Beach 
Shores!!! For more into Call 871-4178. 
40 
Autos for Sale 
1995 PONTIAC GRAND - Am SE 2 Dr, Quad 
4, Auto, Air, Cass, Excl, Cond. Bump to Bump 
extended warranty. $9850.  Call 681-3658. 
GEO METRO Convertible, 1992, auto, AC, 
very nice condition, white with grey interior, 40 
mpg. Call for details. $3200 obo. 681-5828. 
MUST SELL now! 88 VW Fox Good condition 
$800.00 will negotiate. Call Denise at 688- 
3005 or 688-3130 if you leave a message I 
will call you back. 
WANTED!!! Honda CRX Body. Car does not 
have to be in working order Standard 
Preferred. 912-587-9445 or 587-2685. 
TREK 850 Rock Shox LX, V-brakes, rapidfire 
shifters, Iced red, great condition. $300 obo. 
Call Jeremy 681-8960. 
Computers & Software 
COMPUTER FOR sale Netscape, Windows 
95, Intel Pentium Processor, includes Canon 
BJC 4200 color printer, speakers and 
microphones. 1000 OBO. 
FOR SALE - 33.6 ext. modem for Mac. All 
cables and software included. Asking S50.00. 
Call 871-6540 for details, ask for David. 
GREAT COMPUTER for sale, faster than 
those computers in the library. Windows 98, 
MS Work EXCEL Powerpoint Word Perfect, 
Netscape and more installed. $800 Detail Call 
489-5482. 
Z> FUN & STUFF 
Visit our Web site for list of things to do that 
are educational and fun. On-line at 
http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/ 
120 
Furniture & Appliances 
FOR BIG Sale!!!! A set of Leather couch for 
only $199. Call 489-2064.  
SALE: gull size mattress set with frame. 
Excellent condition. Willing to sell for $75 or 
best offer. Contact 871-5164 if interested. 
DINING-ROOM set: table and four chairs. 
Very good condition. $100 Call 681-9119 
after 7:00p.m. 
WASHER/DRYER for sale. Great Condition! 
Only $125 for the set OBO. Will bargain. 
Must sell ASAP. Call Abbey @ 871-3617. 
140 
Help Wanted 
SPRING BREAK 99! 
Cancun" Nassau" Jamaica' Mazatlan" Florida 
"Acapulco " Bahamas Cruise * South Padre 
Travel Free and make lots of Cash! 
Top reps are offered full-time staff jobs. 
Lowest price Guaranteed. Call now for details. 
www.classtravel.com 800/838-6411 
INTERNET SALES Internships - earn $$$ & 
Gain Valuable Business Experience selling 
internet and yellow page advertising for your 
university's telephone directory. Flexible 
hours! Excellent advertising / sales / public 
relations. Resume booster. Call College 
Directory Publishing 800-466-2221 x288. Visit 
our website at campusdirectorv.com 
NATIONAL      PARK       EMPLOYMENT 
Forestry, Wildlife, Preserves, 
Concessionaires, Firefighters, & more. 
Competitive wages + benefits. Ask us how! 
517-336-4290 Ext.N53941. 
$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our 
circulars. No Experience Required. Free 
information packet. Call 202-466-1639. 
CRUISE & LAND-TOUR EMPLOYMENT 
Excellent earnings & benefits potential. World 
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean). Ask us 
how! 517-336-4228 ext.C53941. 
150 
Lost & Found 
REWARD....LOST near Newton Bldg....silver 
& tiger eye bracelet with intricate carvings in 
the stones. Please call 489-2010. 
LOST: bracelet. Near Forrest Drive area. 
Can identify. Reward offered. Call 764-8648 
if found. 
160 
Miscellaneous for Sale 
FOR SALE: ENGINEERING package which 
includes tools, drawing paper, books for 
engineering and chemistry. Only $50. Call 
681-4796.  
FOR SALE: Washer/Dryer Set $125, Lotus 
Bass Guitar $200, Leather Artist Portfolio 
w/Display Sleeves $30, Art Storage Tube S15. 
Call 852-9137.  
NEW NEON Beer Sign for sale. Many to 
choose from. Call Chris at 871-5113 for more 
info. 
I HAVE a TI-86 calculator for sale and I will 
Take the best offer given for it. Call me at 
871-7580.  
PLAYSTATION GAMES for sale. Parasite 
Eve $40, Resident Evil 2 $25, Tekken 2 $10. 
Call Orris 764-9280. 
FREE!!! TO homeowners only - ADT home 
security system and complete installation. 
Monthly maintaining and equipment 
maintenance. $29.95 monthly. Call Kevin at 
681-4796 or 536-7238. 
165 
Mobile Homes 
THREE ROOMMATES wanted for 1 year-old 
large mobile home located at the Barn, Rt. 
301. Rent $100 - $150 plus utilties. One-half 
month's rent required for security deposit. 
Call Anne or Paul at 681-5739 days or 852- 
9152 evenings. 
NEED A babysitter? I am responsible and 
have flexible hours. Call 871-7580.  
PERSONALIZED CARDS for all occasions, 
letterhead, labels, calendars, title pages, etc.. 
Created on colored Desk Jet printer. Call 
Renee' at 871-3914 for information and prices 
250 
Sports & Stuff 
BASEBALL CARDS for sale - Kirby Puckett, 
Dwight Gooden, Darryl Strawberry, Felix 
Jones, Andy Benes, Ken Hill, Jimmy Key, 
Alan Trammel, Eric Davis. Call Renee 871- 
3918. 
260 
Stereo & Sounds 
PIONEER COMPETITION 12 inch subs with 
box $275. California amp 120 x 2 watts $75. 
Pioneer high powered cass. $125. Pioneer 6 
disc cd changer $200. Call 688-3145. 
290 
Travel 
/ FUN & STUFF 
Visit our Web site for list of places to visit and 
things to do that are both educational and fun: 
On-line at 
http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/ 
320 
Word Processing/Typing 
WORD PROCESSOR for sale - used but in 
good condition - with screen and keyboard - 
$50-call 681-6663. 
190 
Personal 
ALPHA XI DELTA loves its new members. 
JENNIFER TEMPLETON of AZD , your BIG 
loves you!!! 
ROOMMATE NEEDED. (Boardwalk Apts) 
238-C Vista Cir. Rent $215 Please Call 764- 
4419. 
JONI FOWLER-HOOD of AZD , your BIG 
loves you!!! 
SAMANTHA STROPNIK of AZD, your BIG 
loves you!!! 
REGAN HAYES of AZD, your BIG loves you!! 
DELTA TAU DELTA thanks their Rush 
Hostesses for everything. 
HELLO PAULA BEAR. I just thought that you 
would like to hear from me in a different way. 
Stay focused and remember who loves you! 
RDG 
200 
Pets & Supplies 
BABY Redtail Boas 6 left S75.00 each call 
681-3303 ask for Josh. 
220 
Rentals & Real Estate 
REASONABLE RENTALS 
764-5003  
2 BED ROOM DUPLEX only $375/mo. 3 1/2 
miles from campus. Take over lease now! 
Call Karen at 764-2835. 
230 
Roommates 
M/F ROOMMATE wanted ASAP $250 first 
mo. rent, $150 every mo. after. 1/2 utilities. 8 
miles away from college on Hwy 80. Page 
April at 912-443-2373 or e-mail me aasettles 
©hotmail.com. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE Needed to sublease 
Spring and Summer Semester in Campus 
Courtyard S245 + utilities. Call Paige at 871- 
6706.  
ROOMMATE/S NEEDED ASAP Campus 
Courtyard. Spring and Summer (if possible) 
$235 + 1/4 utilities. Call Vanessa or Jamie 
871-7337. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to sublease 
apartment for Spring and Summer semester. 
Fully furnished townhouse $245 a month + 
utilities. Ask for Melissa 681-9615. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to sublease 
Spring and Summer semester in Campus 
Courtyard S245.00 + 1/4 utilities. Call Kelly at 
681-1407. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted ASAP to 
share four bedroom flat at Townclub, free gym 
membership $240/mo + utilities own spacious 
room if interested call Nicole at 681-9159. 
240 
Services 
PERSONALIZED CARDS for all occasions, 
letterhead, labels, calendars, title pages, etc. 
created on colored Desk Jet printer. Call 
Renee' at 871-3918 for information and prices 
CALL ME to type all your typing needs that 
you don't have time for. S1.00 per printed 
double-spaced page. Call/leave message for 
Renee'871-3918. 
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
by Mike Peters 
wwwim 
PHASE GIVE 
BLOOD 
American 
Red Cross 
It's time to give blood again... 
So, find a buddy and give blood!! 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
BLOOD DRIVE 
Tuesday, October 13,1998 
12:00 PM TO 6:00 PM 
Graciously sponsored by: 
The Staff Development Council 
of Student Affairs GSU 
l-800-GIVE-LIFE 
mwwiiwi 
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Return To Glory 
Wednesday. October 7 
King & Queen Elections 
Between the Dooketore & Russell Union & 
Lakeside Cafe 
10:00 am - 3:00 ptn 
HOMECOMIHG CtUBB^ 
Maya Barden 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Kymberly Benjamin 
Johnson Hall, SIU 
Andrea Denk 
Eagle Court Area 
Adrienne Harper 
ROTC 
Olivia Hoelscher 
Alpha Omicron Pi 
Tykier Jackson 
Alpha Kappa Alpha 
„ Angela Jones 
Gamma Beta Phi 
McCaine Lowder 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
Jamico Primrose Mandisa Richardson Casey Smith Natalie Theriot Dusty Thompson Chelsea Walton Jennifer Washburn 
NAACP Zeta Phi Beta Kappa Kappa Gamma PhiMu Kappa Delta Sigma Gamma Rho Alpha Delta Pi 
HOMECOMING KIIVO 
Luke Blake 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Robert G. Bryant 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
Jarmaien Carswell 
Dorman Hall Action Team 
Hal Carter 
Sigma Ci 
  
Patrick Dardis 
ROTC 
Derrick Frazier 
Eagle Court 
k 
Mario D. Hairston 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Cory Hite 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Wi 
Jhamel K. Johnson 
Johnson'Hall SIU 
Issac Leff 
Gamma Beta Phi 
Charles T. Mckenzie 
PhiMu 
Gregory Oyefesobi 
NAACP 
Tommy Pringle 
National Society of 
Black Engineers 
Kenny Robinson 
Delta Sigma Pi 
